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Roach's Retirement Won't
End His Community Interest

39

15e Per Copy

Times
Volume 99 No. 293

1978 Assembly Session
OrtRecord As Shortest

By JANICE MARTIN
is the head librarian of the Adjutant
their trees are named for old friends,
FRANKFORT, Ky. (0) - A
Jan. 8 to consider the same issues
Weinberg was one of the legislators at
After 10 years of active community
General's Office in Washington, D. C.,
and the birds flock there to be fed daily.
maverick meeting_pf_eight legt.slators
beginning Jan. 8.
Monday's meeting. He had originally
service in Hazel, John !Jack) Roach
and one son, John J. Roach Jr., who is
They also enjoy duplicate bridge and
last Monday has failed to win Oproval
Some legislators charged he didn't
been admitted to the capitol Monday,
has resigned. However, Roach's
gardening.
presently the senior vice president of
by the full House of Rekresentatives
have the constitutional authority to
but was later asked to leave by Nat
resignation 1n
way ends his interest
Home Federal Building, and Loan in
and the 1978 special session of the
delay the session and attempted to
Britton, head of the capitol security
in,the eorrunifility or the people.
San Diego, Calif.
Roach, whose future plans uichaiC
General Assembly was able to go on
convene the session anyway on Monforce.
Roach became involved in comRoach and his wife are now enjoying
being a spokesman for the Hazel
record
as the shortest in history.
day.
- Weinberg was later denied admission
munity projects when the Hazel
time at home with their biggest interest
community, hopes the community will
The special session lasted less than
Eight lawmakers all meinbers.c4uw,
to the builch g__4.1ong--with-the-other_Cemetery Association needed someone
being in their _beautiful landscape, -All--- continue to grow with the people.
2
hours Wednesday after House
House, were denied access to the
legislators.
to handle finances and improve the
Speaker William Kenton, D-Lexington,
capitol building by security guards and
"When armed guards lock these
desecrated grounds. He put a plan into
gaveled it into order at 1:06 p.m. EST.
held a brief season on the capitol 8
a, capitol doors and refuse entrance to
action to raise _money and contact
The shortest previous session-lad-been
recess
-lig until -Wednesday.
legislators called by law to special
families from different areas of the
a two-day affair in 1840.
Rep. Art Schmidt, R-Cold Spring, one
session, we are talking of the most
United States and Canada.
The brief session was the result of the
of the leaders of the rump session,
serious constitutional issue," Weinberg
—The-meney was
certificates,
record flood waters that have plagued
moved to have the journal of that
said.
of deposit and the interest accumulated
Frankfort since last Friday.
meeting officially approved Wednesday
Weinher said no one was questioning
was then used to take care of the The session, called Nov. 17 by U.
by the House.
Carroll's motives and need to postpone
cemetery. He followed the same
Gov. Thelma Stovall while Gov. Julian
Schmidt's motion was defeated 66-16,
the legislature, but "I find nothing procedure for the Hazel Community
._
Carroll was out of the state. was
almost entirely along party lines.
absolutely nothing - in the constitution
'
Center.
originally scheduled to convene
Inste4 the _Muse gave_its
grntjng the governor She power teThe old _Hazel School was_ being, ofMonday. But Carroll diTayed-its start
dorsement to a statement read by Rep,
postpone a special session once it has
fered at auction and Roach was again
until Wednesday after the flooding
Bill Weinberg, D-Hindman, which had
been called."
off and running to raise funds to buy the
began. The legislators agreed to adapparently been approved in a 30Majority floor leader Rep. Bobby
property for the Hazel Community
journ sine die Wednesday after Carroll
minute Democratic Party caucus after
Richardson, • D-Glasgow, argued
Center. The property was bought and
issued a call for another special session
the session started.
against Schmidt's motion.
paid for by subscriptions from the
citizens of Hazel in 1975.
The Hazel Community Center was
renovated through the auspices of the
Calloway County Fiscal Court using the
Calloway County CETA crew under the
direction of County Judge-Executive
Robert 0. Miller.
The kitchen facilities were updated,
tiled ceilings and new light fixtures
The case of James Miles, charged in
commode of the bathroom.
Overbey read into the record Wedwere installed, bathroom facilities
the August shooting death of an Illinois
Dr. David Barrett, a pathologist at
nesday, Miles said he was jerking the
were constructed and additional water
girl at a house on Twelfth Street in
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, told
weapon from the victim when it fired.
and sewer lines were installed. Heating
Murray, was expected to go to the jury
the
jury
Wednesday
that
an
Marjorie Myers of Murray testified
-sauterne.ypre also;altered.
Fate today.
exiunination -he performed on the
today that she saw istiles.run from the.•.
The center has been available since
8cf Overbey, a-Murray defense atvictim Aug. 19 showed shot from the
house where the shooting took place as
1975 and utilized by the Woman's Club,
torney handling the case for Miles,
weapon entered the upper right hand
she and a friend - were It:swing
Woodmen of the World, Boy and Girl
called his last witnesses early today.
side of the mouth,shattering the bOne of
McDonald's. Ms. Myers, who told the
Scouts, The Willing Workers Club,
Both Overbey and Commonwealth's
the cheek and jawbone. He said the
jury she was an LPN, said Miles-was
Senior Citizens, and the Nutritional
RESIGNING -John (Jack) Roach has resigned from active community serAttorney Ron Christopher were exexternal injuries to the victim were not
screaming. She told the jury he apProgram, as well as by individuals of
vice
pected give their final arguments to the
in Hazel following 10 years of work on Hazel projects such as the
as extensive as the internal injuries. Xpeared to be in shock.
Iss
unity. The revenue generated
ury at 1- plictoday.
-fh-64TWaTer 'Astrid:
cemetery association, community center,44-di The-Uiti
rays of the victim's skull showed
Murray Police detective Dal0 Spann
from private parties has helped subThe 26-year-old Miles of Cleburne,
However, he plans to continue to be a spokesman for the Hazel comshotgun pellets lodged throughout the
described to the jury what he found
sidize the operating cost of the center.
Tex., was charged by a September
munity.
skull, although Barrett said no shot left
after the shooting on the night of Aug.
Roach was still interested in serving
Grand Jury with murder in connection
the skull.
18. Spann said he found blood at a
the community and was appointed
with the shotgun shooting death of his
Dr. Barrett said X-rays of the vicnumber of places in the house. Spann's
commissioner tp the South 641 Water
Carter Says:
girlfriend 19-year-old Penny Schoon of
tim's skull showed "a slight inwife, Helen, also testified, telling the
District, but his activities have been
Peoria, Ill., while the two were grapclination" in the direction the shot
jury how she photographed the scene.
greatly curtailed 5ecause of health
entered the victim's head.
pling for the loaded gun Aug. 18.
Calloway County Coroner Tommy
reasons. He has since resigned as
Two
weapons
experts
also
testimony
testified
.
Miles,
often
Walker
broken
his
said he pronounced the victim
by
commissioner.
Wednesday. One, Ron Freels, a
dead at 10:15 p.m. Aug. 18.
sobs, told the jury early today,"I
Roach was born in East St. Louis, M.,
firearms examiner with Kentucky
swear, it was an accident."
Testimony also came from other
in 1904 and later went on to attend
State Police, said the weapon inMurray Police Department officers and
The defendant testified that he and
Washington University there. He
Miss Schoon were living together at the
troduced in the case would not
patrolmen, from Love, Snowden,
married Nell James, Who was born
discharge unless the hammer was
house owned by Mike Love of
Ammonn, and Steve Arnold of
strong,"
next
is
nation
year....Our
near the old Mason farm in Hazel. Her.
By
iiiiii
RY NOKES
saa.ixett
yi
R.GREG
etO
also
McDonald's
pulled
told
Galveston,
the
back.
prior
jury
He
the
to
the
shooting.
He
Tex., a former employer of
Carter said.
parents moved back to the Hazel
Associated Press Writer
told the jury he had been living in
weapon would fire if the hammer was
Miles.'
a
The
to
address
president's
was
community in 1945 from East St. Louis.
WASHINGTON (AP),
President.
polled back and the weapen was struck,— Kentucky- about-a month before the.
SnowsleR Wednesday said he founda--.....
After attending college, _Roach
of a recession —Taming hrthr-susftiess-rottriciL.-.at - -shooting, living fora while at the -home
with some force, notebook belonging to .Miss Schoon
organization
nation's
top
of
worked eight years in the First
corthe
next year could "become a selfHubert Barrow, of Route 2, Hazel, a
some time after the shooting and gave
of a friend, Rusty Ammonn, near
porate executives. He :appealed for
National Bank of St. Louis. He then
fulfilling prophecy" if people begin to
it to Overbey. The defense attorney
veteran gunsmith, told the jury that if
Aurora. Testimony showed that Miles
backing
for
his
anti-inflation
program,
joined the Travelor's Insurance Co. of
believe them, even though the economy
depressed,
and
the
attempted
trigger
victim
the
Murray
hammer
was
came
to introduce the notebook
to
the
live
in
warning that inflation could undo all the
Hartford, Conn., as a field represenis basically sound.
when Love said they could use his house
pulled back for the
Wednesday but Circuit Judge James
have
to
be
would
nOt
economic
gains
of
the
last
two
years,
tative.
.
Meanwhile, a key member of
occasionally.
Lassiter said he would read it before
weapon to fire.
"Give me your pledge of comHis efforts were rewarded when he
Congress said today the dollar is failing
Miles recounted his and the victim's
gave
statement
to
determining-if-theMiles
lengthy
In
a
rrotebook should be
pliance,"
he
excuse
no
said.
"There
is
was transferred to Toledo, Ohio, as
in its role as the world's key currency
actions during the afternoon'before the
given to the jury.
authorities, and which Christopher and
now
for
you
mean
to
delay....
a
It
would
manager following .12 years with the
and should be supplemented with other
shooting the night of Aug. 18. He
great deal."
company. Two years went by and he
international Money before the world
testified that he, Miss Schoon and
Business Council Chairman John D.
was then moved to Hartford, where he
economic system collapses.
another man who took the stand
One Section -20 Pages
deButts, who also is chairman of
attained the position of second vice
The suggestion by Rep.,, Henry S.
Wednesday, Gene Snowten, went
American
Telephone
and
president of the company.
Telegraph,
Reuss, D-Wis., was made in remarks
swimming at a rock quarry near New
The Murray State Racers and Coach Ron Greene
urged in his own remarks that the
In 1968, he retired and he and his wife
prepared for the opening of hearings on
Concord. He told the jury the three of
their first victory of the season here last night.
recorded
corporate executives work to support
moved to the Hazel community to be
the dollar problem before the inthem were .drinking and while he and
details
on the MSU-UT-Martin game and other sports
For
the wage and price guidelines.
with her parents.
ternational economics subcommittee of
Snowden were swimming, Miss Schoon
today's Sports Section,Pages 7,Sand 9.
to
news,
turn
While they are not perfect, he said,"I
The Roaches have two daughters,
the Joint Economic Committee.
apparently became angry at him. He
think the alternatives to the program
Sally R. Durham, who is marketing-- Treasury Secretary W. Michael
testified that he and Mu Schoon had
are far worse, posssible mandatory
director for Interstate Design in
Blumenthal and Charles L. Schultze,
argued as tlif three drove back to
controls."
Philadelphia, and Susan S. Roach, who
chairman of Carter's Council of
Murray. At one point, he told the jury,
mid and upper 50s.
Sunny and cool this afternoon.
Economic Advisers, were scheduled to
he took some beer away from her.
Reuss told the economics subKentucky Extended Forecast
Highs in the upper 40s to around
testify later in the day.
Miles said that when he and Miss
committee, which he heads, that as
Partly cloudy'ugh a cooling
50. Clear and cool tonight. Low's
Carter told a group of business
and
Murray
Schoon
arrived back in
much as $700 billion in U.S. dollars are
trend Saturday through 1S,onday.
.in the low 30s. Sunny and a little
leaders Wednesday night: "There are
Snowden left them at the house near
held by foreigners, which could be used
Highs in the mid 50s Saturday,
warmer Friday with highs in the
predictions of a recession from various
McDonald's, Miss Schoon said to
to overwhelm efforts to prop up the
sources which I think can become a
him,' I wish your were dead."
value of the battered greenback.
self-fulfilling prophecy Unless the facts
The defendant testified that he
WOO15TOCk'5
"This country must take the lead m
are described accurately to the
reached for a shotgun, which he said he
suggesting that the time has come to
MAP' VIE
American people."
had bought in Aurora earlier, and
deal with the disease that is destroying
18,19
Classifieds
HIS
LOST
In his speech, Carter said the
handed it to her saying,"Here it is, go
the international Monetary system, and
Comics
18
CHRISTMAS
economy continues to show strength
ahead and shoot me."
The Christmas holiaay vacation
to go beyond the band-aid process of
Crossword
18
that even his own advisers have found
Miles said the two ended up in a
period . for both students attending
Dear Abby
intervention,". said Reuss, who also is
4
surprising, pointing to recent favorable
bathroom located at the rear of the
Calloway County School and Murray,
Deaths & Funerals
chairman of the House Banking
20
statistics on housing,' employment,
house. The defendant described how he
Dr. Lamb
City School System will start Thursday,
2
Committee.
retail sales and business inventories.
first gave her the weapon, how she
Garrott's Galley
Dec. 21.
5
He said the "one consistent error in
He applauded Carter's Nov. 1
pointed it at him, how he grabbed for it.
Horoscope
3
All schools in the city system and
economic predictions" of his adprogram to support the dollar with $31)
He told the jury the barrel of the
Local Scene
2,3
county system will dismiss early
ministration has been "to unbillion in borrowed foreign currenc
weapon hit her cheek as he pulled it
Opinion Page
Wednesday, Dec. 20, officials say.
derestimate the economic strength and
from her and the weapon discharged.
The money is being used to buy up
Sports
7,8
County students will report back to
growth potential of our country."
unwanted dollars on foreign money
Testimony showed the victim was
schooLs Jan. 2, 1979, while elementary
"We do .not anticipate a recession
m,arkets, a process called intervention
found in a slurnped position on the
students in the city system will report
that day. According to city school of^
ficials, Jan. 2 will be an "in-service
. day" for the Murray Middle and
Murray High school staffs, and
students will not report .to school:
Murray Middle and Murray High will _
reopen Jan. 3, 1V79 with all buses
"They may have some claims to make
was in 1964, but that year the Ohio
making their regular high school runs.
250 persons living in the McLean
By STEVE SWIFT
State officials say the' greatest
after the flood, but we aren't expecting
All schools in the Murray system will
County community of Runnsey were
Associated Press Writer
crested about 18 feet above flood stage,
damage has been to private property.
protection
lot of damage there."
a
flood
Louisville's
dismiss one hour early Wednesday
Plans were being drafted today for
and
evacuated Wednesday as the Green
In addition,. preliminary estimates
At Cincinnati,. where the Ohio River
department was caught unprepared.
afternoon, Dec. 20, school officials say,
cleanup and relief efforts across
River rose. Generally, however,
show at least $4 million in damage to
Tuesday at 6.5 feet above flood
crested
floodgates
installed
workers
time,
while county schools will dismiss at 1
Kentucky as the state begins to dig out
This
western Kentucky wasn't expecting as -I - roads -and bridges and more than $7
stage, the river dropped *almost a foOt.
from the mud and debris caused by last
p.m. that day.
much trouble as in eastern and central
in Louisville and the Indiana towns of
million dAmage to local government
Wednesday. and the weather service's
' All regular opening.. times and bus
weekend's devastating floods. .
New Albany and Jeffersonville across
Kentucky, where 17 counties were
facilities.
River Forecasting Center said the Ohio
route schedules will be observed in the
Although the worst appeared to be
the river.
included in President Carter's disaster
The Ohio was at its highest level since
is expected to drop below the 52-foot
Louisville's 13 pumping stations were
over, several towns and communities
county system when schools reopen
declaration.
1964, but officials said damage should
stage by early Friday.
and
flood
creeks
several
prevent
Jan. 2. Regular elementary bus
face flooding threats the rest of the
to
ready
At Frankfort, where the Kentix.
noon
areas.
By
low-lying
limited
to
be
...asii_oeilotsitAlic,..,.....,4....d
The high water mark in •Cincinnati
ietem=iimbetimittataitteitealir_eveei
gtEtionsiate.....:_..73:8002=sizsmari
week as the crest
schedules for Carter
sewers that feed the Ohio from backing
and Robertson will
thirrstrineturrItihr.=
of the Ohio River
River caused record
/
2feet above
flooding over the
was 81
Wednesday the river
.
.
"Louisville probably has the best
River traffic has slowed considerably
'threaten to.back up.
inflate.
General Msembly met for about two
crestpredicted for today. The National
gAti,—witriarttorr-.
several- •'TrooTritanS'ffilhe
-1,6t1TRVITIF
tifisarfrffnit
Irti/T-1978-se m eSt ?trier AreainNiflirsi
--conimutiMa 'TT wesfern —Thours-&
minor
-TOre lidjourning JIM Jan.
agy
'rOrecast
Weather
:Service
end on Wednesday, Dec 20, at Murray • Kentucky were bracing for high water
Nichols, a spokesman for the Kentucky - barges and,tows are moored along
Gov. Julian Carroll told the lawmakers
variations throUgh today.
banks to wait out the flood.
. later in the week. About a third of the
Disaster arid Emergency Services
State University.
of the flooding damage across the state.
The last severe flood at Lonisvillf,

James Miles Murder Case Goes
To County Circuit Jury Today

Recession Could Come
If People Think It Will

100

EE

inside today

sunny and cool

Local School Systems

Announce Plans For

today's index,

Christmas Closing

,4ow

184

59

1"

9 it

State Digging Out From Mud, Debris Caused By Flood
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maga COMMUNITY
CAT AENDAR
MODAL..

Ilursday, December 14
Nondenominational Bible
study will be at Seton Hall
r 30 p.ni. This is open to the
puulic and persons are asked
to being their Bibles.

Friday, December 15
Saturday. December 16
Murray Chapter of National
Square and round dancing
Retired will be held at the Woodmen of
of
As •elation
Employees will hold the World Hall at 7 30 p.m.
Christmas luncheon
at the Colonial House
Widows of Seventh and
Smorgasbord at 11:30 a.m. Poplar Church of Christ will
Coldwater United Methodist Wayne Halley and Allene
be honored at a luncheon at 11
,Church Women will have a Knight will present a musical
a.m. at the church.
!Christmas supper and gift program.
,
.tmehange.
Christmas bake sale will be
,t
Widows of Murray Lodge
in front of Otasco in Bel
held
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of No. 105 Free and Accepted
Center from 9
Shopping
Air
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at Masons will be honored at a
sponsored by
p.m.,
6
to
a.m.
lodge
the
at
dinner
the home of Dortha Stub- potluckChrist of
Jesus
of
Church
hall at 6:30 p.m. For tranblefield at 7 p.m.
sportation persons may Latter Day Saints.
. Grove 6126 is scheduled to contact a lodge member. Food
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
will be furnished by the
t meet at Triangle Inn at 6 p.m.
Beta Sigma Phi will have a
members.
dinner at 7 p.m. at Dakota
- East Calloway PTC will hold
GA's Of First Baptist Feed and Grain, and later go
a short business meeting at 7
• )1.m. followed by a Christmas Church, Grades 5 and 6, will to home of Linda Rogers for a
program.
_
have a slumber party at the social.
home of Mrs. Linda Cherry at
Grace Baptist Church will
Dexter. Homemakers Club 7 p.m.
c•-• will have its annual family
have a church wide supper at
Christxnas .polluckslioner 516. madrigal dinner ann. per.. Jonathan Creek at 7
at the Dexter Center.
formanee
M.
Activities at Land Between
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
-regressive- Homemakers Center,
the Lakes will tnctlide-Winter
muttayState,
at 7:30
will have a Christmas p.m. Reservations
Wildlife Photo Techniques" at
at $5 per
iuslinner at 6:30 pin). at the_ persen- -may be--made----by
- 1-p.m-.--and "Animal-Sounds
home of Mrs. Robert Baar.
Concert" at 3 p.m., both at
calling 762-4288. Public is
invite&
Center Station; 19th Century _
Town
and
Countty
Christmas
Decorations
orneniakers-Club will have a
Piano recital by William
Workshop at The Homeplace
Christmas dinner at 6:30 p.m. Hodge, Louisville, will be at
1850 from 1 to 4 p.m., with
8:15 p.m. in the Recital Hall in
registrations at $2 each
Distribution of Rodent annex of Fine Arts Center,
limited to 25 persons.
Control Bait will be started Murray State.
"Spotlight On Schools,"
today by the Calloway County
Murray High
Health Department at the
featuring
Fall
1978
semester
Health Center and at stores at examinations begin at Murray
School, will be shown on
Lynn GroVe, Alrno, Faxon, State.
WTVF-Channel 5 Television,
Kirksey, New Concord, and
Nashville, Tenn.,at 10:30 a.m.
°Hazel.
Winsome Class of Memorial
Sunday,December 17
Church will have a
Madrigal Dinner and Baptist
Murray Lions Club will
Christmas meeting at the
Singing Performance will be
deliver poinsettias to shutins
Holiday Inn at 7 p.m.
at Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
from Shirley's Florist from 1
Fine Arts Center, Murray
p.m. to2:30 p.m.
Saturday, December 16
State, at 7:30 p.m. Cost will be
Baptist Young Women of
$5 per person and reservations
Linda Wright's annual
First Church will have a
may be made by calling 762Christmas potluck at the Christmas program featuring
4282t.
her Music students will be at 3
Fellowship Hall at6 p.m.
atm. in theFellowship Hall of
Eighth Grade Chorus of
Acteens of First Baptist the First Baptist Church. The
Murray Middle School will Church
will
meet at public is invited and there is
present a group of Christmas Recreational area of church at no charge.
songs and a mini-opera • at 7 2 p.m.
p.m; in the school auditorium.
Calloway County High
'This---is -sponsored by the : Madrigal dinner and per- School
Choral Department
al ent-Teacher Organization. formance will be at Clara M. will present
its Christmas
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts concert in the high school
Murray Chapter" No. 92' Center, Murray State, at 7:30 • cafeteria
at 2 p.m. There is no
Royal Arch Masons is p.m..-For reservations at 15-—charge and the
public is inscheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. per person call 762-4288. vited.
al the lodge hall.
-Public is invited.
Book Dedication Ceremony
Girl Scout Troops will meet
Murray State Racers will
at the Girl Scout cabin to go play a basketball geame with for book, First Century
Palestine, written by the Rev.
caroling from 4:30 to 6 p.m.
Campbell College at Murray
Dr. Jerrell White, and
State Fieldhouse at 7:30 p.m.
autograph session will be at
Friday. December 15
Memorial Baptist Church
Shopping for Senior Citizens
from
2 to 3:30 p.m.
Meeting to plan to set up a
on the van will be held and call
753-0929 by 9 a.m. for morning trust fund for the care of the
Mr.- and Mrs. Alvis Wall of
shopping to Ziorthside and Almo Cemetery will be held at
Puryear, Tenn., will be
town and by 11:30 a.m. for -_Imes Grocery at 2:30 p.m. For
honored with a reception in
infortuaLieri call Daytha
_altaEnoen - -shopping.0=2%qt 5tith
McCalion,489-2403:Southside- AtidteWn.
wedding anniversary at the
Avalon Restaurant, Paris,
Term.,from 2:30 to 4:300.m.

Steak ttei'
Shrimp Mates

‘
No9Ce

Sirloin steak. four
9golden-f
ried shrimp

82?

mates. potato, Stockade Toast. Thursday thru- Saturday
this month, lunch or dinner!

A

-

Amencan Beef

Bel-Air Center

I

'HEALTH
it
-.7

Gotden Anniversary
Celebration Planned

Enlarged heart
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB I was
told I have an enlarged
heart. I am 81 A friend has
had an enlarged heart for 18
years. She told me the hole
in the heart was beginning to
close. What does that mean?
I would appreciate any information you can give me.
Is yard work too hard just
weeding flower beds?
DEAR READER -- There
are many causes for -an
enlarged heart. If you have
high blood pressure, your
heart may gradually
enlarge. If you develop heart
failure, which literally
means weakening and over-stretching of the heart musele fibers, that can cause a
large heart.
Heart failure with an enlarged heart is a common
complication of disease of
the arteries to the heart. In
our society that's usually
caused by fatty=cholesterol
deposits in the arteries.
Your heart can enlarge because of an obstrucilon to
the outflow valve. I suspect
that is what your friend -is
describing. The heart has to
work harder to push the
blood past the obstruction.
You can have a large
heart from persistent, regular, vigorous physical activity as in long distance
runners. This adaptation to
exercise enables a person to
pump a lot of blood when he
is doing a lot of work. It is
usually an indication.of good
health.
You need to judge your
level of physical,activity in
relation to your response. If
you can do light yard work
and you feel comfortable
without shortness of breath,
there isn't any reason why
you can't do it.
Readers who want information on what controls
blood pressure can send 50
cents for The Health Letter
number 1-8. Send your request-with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope to
Dr.- Lamb in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- In
one of your columns you
discussed hemorrhoids. You
said bleeding hemorrhoids
should never be ignored because the pressure behind
the-Veins causing the hemorrhoids might be a tumor. I
take 'it this could lead to
cancer of the rectum.
My husband has had
bleeding hemorrhoids for
several years. The bleeding
has been quite profuse at
times. Several years ago a
doctor told him he would
have to have the hemorrhoids removed. My husband was working at the
time and didn't want to lay
off work to get treated. The
doctor told him not to ut it
- ••-•
430
more than two years. Actually, it has. been 10 to 15
years ago that he was told
this.
My husband is not
overweighl and has never

and Mrs. Orville Owen
Mr.- and Mrs. OrVille Owen of Hazel will celebrate their
golden wedding airiversary on Friday, Dec. 22.
A reception intheirhohor WIU belieldat-the-SouthPleasant
Grove United Methodist Church, where they attend church,
on Friday, Dec. 22, from 7 to 9 p.m. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend.
The couple was married on that date in 1928 by the Rev. R.
H. Pigue at the Clay Shed at South Hazel, Term. Their attendants were Carlos Erwin and Lucille Erwin Cooper.
Mrs. Owen is the former Audie Erwin, daughter of the late
J. A. Erwin and Minnie Moore Erwin. Mr. Owen, a retired
carpenter, is the son of the late R. H. Owen and Eula Mae
Outland Owen.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen have one daughter, Mrs. Jane
Buchanan, Hazel, and two sons, Edrich Owen, New Haven,
Mich., and James Freddie Owen, Memphis,Tenn.
Their seven grandchildren at Steve Owen and Debbie
Owen Woodard, Memphis, Tenn., Rich Owen, Rochester,
Mich., Mike Owen, Chickasha, Okla., Becky Owen Selatey
and Jeff Owen, New - Haven, Mich., and Lori Buchanan,
Hazel. Two great grandchildren are Ashley Woodard and
Bradley Owen.

HOLIDAY PROGRAM-Debbie Williams, designer from
- presented
ineefing of the Gar en Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. In addition to.dernonstrating the making of door
wreaths, she decorated a Norfolk Island pine with plastic,
apples and bows, made a lemon tree, decorated a candle,
showed a piece of driftwood-done in a Christmas motif, and
demorearated the making of fancy bows. Dorothy Byrn was
program chairman for the day. Effie Vaughn is department
chairman. Hostesses were Verda McCoy, Virginia Henry,
Clovis Jones, Calista Clanton. and Modena Wilcox.

St. Leo's Catholic Church
- will have its annual Christmas
potluck dinner and party at
the Murray 'High School
cafeteria at 6 p.m. Each is to
bring two dishes per family
Cared Pork Is Popular
and silverware.
Before
the development of
-Phebian Sunday School, refrigeration, pork was a popFirst Baptist Church, Opal ular meat because it could be
and preserved by a va.
Howard, teacher, will have a .cured
breakfast at the Boston Tea net y of methods which enabled
people to store it for a lengthy
Party at8a.m.
period of time. Even today,
the majority of pork produced
Church wide Christmas in this country is sold as cured
program will be held at rather than as fresh meat cuts.
Martin's Chapel United says the National Live Stock
Methodist Church at6 p.m.
and Meat Board.

King Canute I of Denmark,
Norway and England died in
1935.

had constipation. I'd like to cause your husband has tukt
know if this problem can be hemorrhoids for a very long
caused by the presence Of a time, I doubt they are
tumor that has been there all caused by a tumor. Neverthese years without symp- theless, I think a careful
toms andi if so, would the examination is important
tumor be benign or inaligs- for anyone who has bleeding
nant? Whenever he is on his from the rectum,even if you
feet more than usual, the think it is from the hemorbleeding becomes worse and rhoids.
Those bleeding hemorsometimes he bleeds to theoutside through his clothes. rhoids are varicose veins of
This has just been during the the rectum and he will conpast two years. What is your tinue to have trouble now
recommendation?
and until the condition Ls
DEAR RVAL/ER - Be- corrected.
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The big
Lucky Lady
brilliantlook 7Diamond dusters
for men
111

7 diamond
clusters

Open Each
Night Until
8 p.m.
--Thwionable
squares

Convertible
Vacuum Cleaner
Tip.toe
carpet selector
Cast aluminum
chassis
All steel agitator
Quick and clean
bag changer

deep cleans with double
the brushingli grooming
action of previous models

Edge cleaning
plus...
edge brusher deep cleans
close to the W3Il

Soft touch cord
rewind
Controlled rewind for
smooth retraction.

shoes, Prices
Olympic_Plaza -.11iirray -159-1831

Yciur choice only

The 44,adfant 6Iound

Quadraflex
agitator

Your choice
only
$19500

classic
rounds

$12500
ciers.4•AFtir

-

.4
Seven diamonds sparkle with the beautiful radiance of a single diamond. Real
cut diamonds — seven in all — yet still
affordable. Why not treat yourself or a
loved one to that cluster ring you've
always wanted.

Magnificent and masculine. 7 big,
brilliant diamonds set to look like a single
blazing gem. And best of al& at
a price you can afford. Nowhere else will
you find so much brilliance at
such a small cost.
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Margaret Tucker Presents
Program At Church Meeting

irtlb, M.D.

band has had
a very long
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S important
has bleeding
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ling hemorcose veins of
1 he will controuble now
condition is

CHILDREN'S BOOK WEEK — In celebration of this week, Section One of Mrs. June
Warden Smith's Children's literature Class at Murray State University presented A
Story, A Story by Gail E. Halley for the children of Robertson School. All members of
the class participated in adapting the book for the dramatization, making the props,
_ and in the presentation. Class members were Jackie Jackson, Cheryl Broadway, Roberta Farris, Beverly Hanks, Jayne Dreher, Suzanne Coomes, Gary Beth Baker, Glenda Ertainitynthia Crouch, Jill Adams,and Becky Houser. This was a repeat performance of
the sIck prepared originally for the state meeting of the Association for Childhood
Education International held in Noverhber on the Murray State campus.

"Blessedness of Being
Thankful" was the subject of
the program presented by
Margaret Tucker at the
meeting held Nov. 21 of the
Ruth Wilson Circle of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church.
Mrs. Tucker read Psalms
100 and Mildred Smith read
Psalms 95:1-7. The program
gave the
leader also
meditation emphasizing the
many things for which one
should be thankful. She closed
with a poem.
Presiding at the meeting

emears

was Mildred Smith with
reports being given by Lee
Lassiter, secretary, and Alice
Knight, treasurer. . Special
dates were announced inchiding
the
Christmas
program at the church on Dec.
17.
Esther Signiori and Dorothy
Dunn -served hot spiced tea
and pumpkin bread to
Margaret Tucker, Emma
Knight, Lee Lassiter, Olia
Lassiter, Katherine Wilson,
Alice Knight, Ann Sympson,
Lois Marsh, Bertha Young,
and Mildred Smith, members,
and Dorothy -Jennings, visitor.

lsotoner
theideal gift
at Christniai.

Mr..25'72714-

GUESTS HERE GRUBBS-Gifti--Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Snu-th
Mr. and Mrs. Kerry Grubbs,
of Orange, Cal., have been the
recent guests of his parents, Sedalia Route 1, announce the
Mr. and Mrs. Trwnan Smith. birth of a baby girl, Natalie
Shay, bbrn on Monday,Dec.4,
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
isa Jeanette Belie Lidnam,,, 4railess, mother of the bride- with coffee and spiced tea. Grandparents are Mr. and
Dec. 23rd bride-elect of elect, and Mrs. Lawrence
Colonel Harlan Sanders, a
-rDifferent members of the --feimer gas station operawr Mrs. Tommy Grubbs, Clinton,
Timothy __Alan_ Philpot, _has Pbilpot, mothPr of the_groom..
Witham Foy,Jr.,Murray,and
been honored with several elect, along with the honoree, assisted in serving the guests and restauranteur, was penni- Mrs. Linda Calhoun,
Owstrihe retired at 65.
less
when
prenuptial events.
received the guests. Mrs. Carl that called.
Using his first Social Security sboro.
Harrison presided at the
cheek--for $106 ta-stast_a_pro:A hostess gift, the Dutch motion campaign for his fried
A coffee was —even -by register.
Mesdames Ronald Babb, Billy
The table was overlaid with oven of the couple's pattern chicken recipe, he made his
Erwin, Walter Jones, Jr,, a white linen cloth and cen- selection, was presented to the first million at age 73.
*5*
Mike Miller, Donald Bur- tered
with
a
large honoree.
chfield, Robert J. McCoart, arrangement
of
white
The honoree wore a one
Scott Seiber, Ed Overby, Ted chrysanthemums and baby's piece mauve Sia. dress with
Bradshaw, and Bob Billington breath in a silver epergne. beige accessories. The
as hostesses at the Com- Large silver candelabra were hostesses preserkted the
munity Room of the Peoples on-either side.
honoree, Mrs. Robert E.
Bank.
Silver appointments were Farless, and Mrs. Lawrence
For the occasion the used to serve the open-face Philpot with corsages of white
honoree wore a selection from sandwiches, candies, and roses and baby's breath with
hei trousseau, a beige knit assorted party sweets. along white satin ribbon.
one-piece dress with tan accessories. She was presented a
corsage of yellow chrysanthemums with velvet autumn
PADUCAH,
MURRAY
leaves and tied with yellow
satin ribbon. on any 41110(HT:mother of the groom-elect,
more purchase.
Mrs. Robert. E. Farless-,
mother of the bride-elect, and
KM Coleman Waldrop,
_":- -.-Mayfield, grandmother of the
bride-elect, along with the
honoree, received the gutstS.
They were presented gift
of
bronze
corsages
chrysanthemums, , velvet
autumn leaves and gold satin
ribbon. Various hostesses
presided at the register.
The table was overlaid with
a beige linen cloth centered
with a large arrangement of
yellow mums, autumn leaves
and eucalyptus. Silver appointments were used to serve
doffee and spiced tea. An
assortment of sandwiches and
18 HOUR BANDEAUS*
party sweets and breads were
served. .
"
-Tab
- —Nadia edged with white lace
for the 320 invited guests.
on

Jeanette Belle Gilliam Ts
Honor&I Bridal
Courtesies- IT'S THE MOST

11.4

4.11

EY atom

RIM

E
K
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I sotoner has 2styles from which to
ehoosw.-The traditional Isotoner 500with iso-massage action and the new
Isotoner Warmups,the driving gltive with
acrylic lining for winter warmth. The I sotoner
Ot 16.00,the Isotoner Wormups at 18.00 and
19.00. Chooie-----from 44 exciting colors.
Giftwrapped free.

$moicrs
r friendliest aristmas store!

I\

"FREE'l:
giftwrapping

it-Aimis
- mom

:20,9:25

SAVE UP TO $3°°

Every 18 HOUR style now ON SALE!

sigg OFF.,

SKS
Office

A

$ OA

A bridal brunch was held at
the home of Mrs. Maurice
Humphrey, Hazel Highway.
Mrs.H.T. Waldrop, Mrs. A.M.
Alexander, and Mrs. Ralph
Holcomb also served as
hostesses.
The honoree selected a
black velvet blazer with a
black and white plaid skirt for
the occasion. The hostesses
presented the honoree, Mrs.
Robert E _FarIess, Mrs
Lawrence Philpot and Mrs.
Coleman Waldrop with corsages of red carnations, holly
and baby's breath tied with
red satin ribbon.
As the guests arrived hot
spiced punch was served.
riclividual tables were set
'using linen clothes. Each table
was centered with a large
hurricane candle Surrounded
by holly. and magnolia.
Christmas arrangements
adorned other vantage points
throughout the house.
A luncheon plate was
consisting
of
prepared
creamed turkey in pastry
shells, broccoli quiche, hot
curried fruit, 'bran and
blueberry hot rolls and date
cake for dessert.
The honoree was presented
a hostess gift, the sugar and
Creamer of the couple's
- selection.
Out of town guests present
for the bridal occasion were:
Mrs. Coleman Waldrop,
grandmather of the brideelect, Mrs. L. M. Tip Reed,
and Mrs. Ralph WaldrOp,
Mayfield, Mrs. Charles Allen
Williams and Mrs. Wade. Davis, Paducah.
Rev.
The parsonage of
Dr. and -Mrs. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., was the scene
Iota bridal tea. To which all
the women of the First United
Methodist Church were invited. The hostesses were the
--InfltWilttitth'Idtitt-intrnetr
in
-4
- --fren41se---Fiss‘4.hiarele— Whirntr,EugeniRobert
r

18 HOUR LONGLINES*

RIGHT'S...
where you get the
'Red Carpet''treatme

$2
22OFFon
18 HOUR GIRDLES

$3
0°Won
18 HOUR ALL-IN-ONES
'including new
eeerniele styles

Sale ends January 6. 1979

SRMIITS
Our Gigantic
Pre-Christmas

Boot
Sale"
E

—P
OUntire

op-nights
until 8:30,
Sundays l to 5

S

l°0FF

At left, Acetate/nylon granny gown with rosebud
lace trim around neck & sleeves,
whitelpink or white/blue. SML, 17.00; Right
Acetate/nylongown with satin bond neckline & cuff, pink,

embroidered -yoke,
Hurry in to Bright's and save on the
entire stock of fabulous winter boots.
Select from long and short styles

or blue.SW.at 10.00.

and save at Bright's!

'
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-ri/oman's Club Caroling Americans Back
Birth Control
Tuesday
Event To Be

MURRAY-CALLOWAY County Senior Citizens' Swing and Sway Rhythm Band
presented a program of holiday musk at the Convalescent Division of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Ladies presenting the program were Meda Jackson, Mary
Lamb, Alma Cooper, Lila Boyd, Florine Erwin, Hazel Ahart, Edna McReynolds, Mary
Pierce, Erma LOveff, Nola Chrisman, Minnie Bell Shrader, Daisy Wickoff, Christine Thurman, Mina Ramsey. Gussie Adams, Hazel Locke, tura Asberry, Treva Washer, Thyra
Crawford, pianist, and Lillie Earns, director of the band.

Baldy Gets No
Fringe Benefits

The word "booze" is beieved to Come from the
Dutch buizen, meaning
'to drink to excess."

Members of the Murray
Woman's Club, their families,
and guests will meet Tuesday,
Dec. 19, at 7 p.m. at the club
house to go caroling in various
places in the city.
B. J. Berrill, director ("the
chorus of the Music Department of the club, will be the
leader, according to Bonnie
Jones, general club president,
who urges all Woman's Club
members to attend.
Plans for the caroling were
made at the executive board
of the club held on Monday,
Dec. 4, at 11:30 a.m. at the
clubhouse.
- Edith Noffsinger,,, finance
_chairman, reported that
members of the club are at the
downtown branches of both
the Bank of Murray and the
Peoples Bank with club cookbooks to sell at $4 each or ;5 if
mailed. '
The club also has Advent
Calendari to sell at $150-each
with funds to go to the
Epilepsy Foundation.
Members will collect - old
postage stamps to be sent to
• the Salvation Army as a part
of the CARE project.
Donations for CARE will be
at
taken
department
meetings.
Mrs. Jones urged each
department chairman to begin

itsXi

-

who.. hair is long and thick and requires twice as much time

-

for•haircut? Sorry, Wall evens out. Anyone who feels that
the trimming he's getting isn't worth th• trimming hesgyo .
tins should stay out of barber shops.
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Wi&ri Pipe Lighters
Unique Ash Trays
Certificates
Christmas Hours
9:30-8:00 Mon.-Sat.
1-5 Sun.
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DEAR ABBY: This is to protest that a bald-headed man
has to pay the same price for a haircut-as a man with a full
head of hair.
It isn't fair. I think the barber should charge the baldheaded Man half-price for a haircut.
Awaiting your reply.
MRS. L.P.B.

‘past the
'4egis1ators
sot right
boosting tt

\Christmas Arrangements
*Door Badges
*Wreaths
*Cemetery Rock Sprays
*Green House Plants

4:0

Your Choice

ED!.!

Almost

We buy direct - Were Diamond Speciolists.
D9n't be mislead by fake Catalog pricing
We've been trusted for over 60 years!

•• OPEN EVERY NICHT AND SUNDAY

By Abigail Van Buren

work on her annual report
listing events and activities
from March 15, 1978, to March
15, 1979, as her president's
report must be compiled by
Feb. 1, 1979.
Due to 41ka.,,,New Year's
holiday, the next meeting of
the board will be held Monday,
Jan 8, 1979, at 11:30 am. at
the club house.

Birth control 1.onttnueb to be
widely accepted in American society repons the American Council
of Life Insurance
A recent Council sursey found
that 72 percent of those interviewed
support birth control, compared to
21 percent who do not.
"the figures were -only slightly
changed from 1972 when 71 percent supported birth control and 20
percent opposed it, the Council
said.
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DEAR ABBY: My son is living with a woman,sre are not
at all fond of. On Christmas Eve the family,githers at my
home for an exchange of gifts and I know_n(y son will bring
her.
No way will I give my appFos41 of-this living arrangement
by giving them a gift together. And I certainly wouldn't gjve
this woman a gift under urelinary circumstances. So my
dilemma is: should I givelrer a gift?
PERPLEXED

S(

-

DEAR-iEltraXED: Yes.
DEAR ABBY: I've been seeing Ron Imsde up name) for
seven onths. We also work together. He's everything I like
boyfriend -intelligent, considerate....good_se
in
-atid-We puts up with my bossiness. My. parents are
crazy -about him and I love his parents.
26 and I'm 23.
The problem is he wants to marry me and I keep putting
him off because I think he's too short for me.I'm 5 feet 5.vittRon is Daly 5 feet& We areexactly.the same weight, but mr-r—
handTztnileet are bigger than his.
'
I feel conspicuous when we're' out together.. He just
• doesn't_seem masculine ehough for me.
My parents say I'm too picky. Ron says if I don't make up
my mind by next summer, he'll start dating other girls. .
I don't want to lose him and I don't want to marry him, I
know gbod men Ire hard to find. but I don't want to marry
him sinless I'm rid of this hang.up.about his size. Can you
-.
help me?

trte's

DEAR HUNG: The word from here is DON'T marry Ron
or anyone else unless your heart and mind are in unison. In
my opinion, size is unimportant, but then I won't have to
- live with Ron-YOU will.
CONFIDENTIAL 10
1 J.W.D.s No one said it better than
Ella Wheeler Wilcox:
"Talk happiness. The world is sad enough
Without your woe. No path is wholly rough;
Look for the places that are smooth and clear,
And speak of those, to rest the weary ear
Of earth, so hurt by one continuous strain
Of human discontent and grief and pain."

LAVILISIIMIVIST
Of 05A1001001

If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, congratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send $I and • long,
stamped 128 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby. 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills. Calif. 90212.
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UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS!
UNLIMITED SELECTIONS!
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
High prices were recorded ki the
opening day sales of Type 35 dark air
cured tobacco on the Murray market.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Gennie
Green, 78.
A light snow fell this morning in
Murray and Ealloway_cnenty as the
temperature dipped to a low of 19 la
night, according to John Ed Scott, local
weather observer:
Staff Sgt. Richard J. Smith is now on
duty at Clark Air Base, Philippines.
David Smith, Krit Stubblefield, Lisa
Smith, Glen Redden, Randy Housden,
Larry Fitzhugh, and George Campbell
are officers of the New Concord
Elementary 4-H Club.
In high school basketball games
--Murray High losT to- Tilghman and
Calloway High lost to Benton. Team
high scorers were Lamb with 26 for
Mn-ray, %Ell with 11 fur Tilghman,
Rushing with 23 for Calloway, and
Myers with 21 for Benton.
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Why Taxpayers
Stage Revolts
Almost as soon as they were
past the fqovember election,
Ohio
got right down th work, by
boosting their.own salaries. This
was not altogether unexpected,
as any political scientist, or
taxpayer, would know.
What was surprising — to the
extent of making • news across
the country — was the amount-of
the pay inc teaseS-The
m a-kers
so boldly set for themselves. The
Illinois Legislature_ overrode a
veto by. Gov._ _Jim_ Thompson_ to
raise members-payby 40-percent
— from $_20,000 to $28,000 with
similar increaria for mii-st of The
other state officials. Officials in
Will County, Illinois, folloiked
suit with a 40 percent pay raise.
Thus inspired and .not to • be
outdone, the Cook County board
voted itself an increase reported
to be more than 70 percent.
By comparison, the stunning
28.6 percent salary boost which
Ohio
legislators
voted
themselves seems modest.

understandably, is distressed by
the poor example being set for
-the restolthe nation-in Ohio and
Illinois. Alfred Kahn, chairman
of the Council on Wage and Price
Stability described the salary
increases as "outrageous
)
," and
demanded a rollback. His call
for "statesmanship" has notbeen well received. Illinois
lawmakers, who otherwise often
look to Washington, have angrily
insisted
that -the
Carter
Luther Robertson who served as a
administration stay out of their
member
of the Murray City School
_business.
Board of Education from 1925 to 1955
--Inasmuch as a spokesman for
spoke at the meeting of the Murray
the Wage and Price Council has
Faculty Club. Other speakers were W.
-anahrric- that the Presidelit is
-Cr-Elk-ink-, Dick-Sykest*.--A-F-41--Butnot
considering
terworth, Ed Frank Kirk, Maurice
financial
Ryan, Dennis Taylor, Fred Schultz, W.
sanctions against Ohio and
B. Moser, and W. Z. Carter.
Illinois, the administration's
An average of $34.92 was reported on
only apparent—recourse is- to
the sale of one sucker tobacco on the
mobilize public opinion in those
Murray Loose Leaf Floors.
states. This doesn't promise
Automobile,truck, and trailer license
much in the way of immediate
tags will go on sale here on Dec. 15,
A lot of people, including myself,
remedy. The legislatures in
according to Randall Patterson,
"Christmas" by avoiding any use or
++++±
' have thought all along that the term
Calloway County Court Clerk.
association with the term "Xmas."?
question
have
pre_sumably
Another nice thing of the current
-Xmas," was simply a modernday
There is no persecution to fear today
Births reported include a boy, Paul
already considered what the
Yuletide is the "Christmas in The
in this great nation of ours by admitting
abbreviation of "Christmas." PerLyles,to Mr. and Mrs. Flavil Robertson
Park" setup in the City Park. This is
unfavorable public fallout would
sonally, I have repeatedly expressed
to all the world, if necessary, that you
on Nov. 2L
_
really nice, and all those who had a
be and acted anyway on the
my distaste for it, being under_ the
Mr, and Mrs. Raymond Carnal of
tare a. Chriatian and that Christmas -hand in initiating it should be comassumption that the voters-will-- -iffipression- that it was jai, a lazy
Clearly' these public servants
means more to you than tissue and
Slaughters announce the approaching
mended and extended an expression of
forget or forgive before the next
view themselves as exempt from
person's way of spelling "Christmas,"
marriage of their daughter, Norma
appreciation.
and that the use of the "X" simply left
election.
Sue, to Richard Smith, son of Mr. and
the new wage guideline of no
++++++
I drove through the park the other
, One of the real delights of the current ,night, stopping every now and then for
"Quist" out of "Christmas.".
Mrs. R. D. Smith of Ashboro, N. C.
The self-serving extravagance
more than .7 percent annual
• •
___Lastyeari after." had ecpeeesed_sue.11,.
wa
increase
---_,-C4411as
disturbs:--yotriTheoryotr_
_4a4StAilAiapeart-viaY-_the-Plt
_
e.sideP121200-- eertrms-onthe mathere, PaTir
-W.
tuiiityfa-strealize thatthere are people around
such restraints were Tieing displayed by elected
to hear the little "Country Gentlemen"
Sturm, 503 Meadow Lane, wrote to set
who are sick enough in mind to even
officials -in Ohio and Illinois
meant. for the taxpayers, not
me straight.
from North Elementary School.
about vandalizing the exhibits .or
think
suggest why Proposition 13ism is
their lawmaking overlords.
eaul called my attention to the fact
Seven boys they were, all dressed.up--- -making off with some of the figures.
The Murray State College ThoroughThe Carter admihistration.- spreading across the nation.
in stovepipe hats, with-scarfs around
that the early Christiari,s con-Alined the
breds have begun practice for their
This is something which has been put
Gtqekletters'Chi"(X) and "Rho" (P1
their ifeckS and singing Christmas
football game with Sul Ross College of
there at considerable expense and as
to form a sign meaning "Christ" or
carols during the reception Murray
Alpine, Texas, on New Year's Day at
the result of the unselfish efforts of a
"Christian." They used it secretly to
State President and Mrs.-Curris had for
number of people for all who care to
the Tangerine Bowl, Orlando, Fla.
the faculty and staff at their campus
identify themselves to fellow Christians
view it to enjoy. Let's hope the true
Deaths reported include Marvin
during the early days of Christianity
home, "Oakhurst."
spirit of Christmas, "peace on earth_
Doorm, 62.
when the followers of Christ were being
They were David Lamb, Mike
goodwill toward men," will prevail and
The annual Christmas musical
persecuted and murdered by the Keeling, Ron Rogers, Clint Barrow,' this project remains undisturbed
program by the students of Murray
Romans.
Charles Cathy, Scott Newsome and
throughout the season.
High School with Mrs. Herbert Lee
The symbol, Paul • pointed • out, is Kenny Bridges. With the exception of
Williams as director will be held on
With such a beginning, too, 1 am
much older than the English language
New books are a treat for the
pal Recordings. Among them is
Oiarles, who is in the seventh grade, all
confident that now that the idea had
Dec. 17 at the school.
are
itself.
"I
don't
sixth graders:
wrote,
like
it
either,"
he
senses. They look good, smell
materialized and folks see just how nice
Rhodes Thompson, Jr., president of
"Passing thru the Garden,"
referring to "Xmas" instead of
David was the featured soloist and
the Disciples of Christ Student
and Christmasie it is, the number- of
good and crackle' satisfyingly
performed by Nimrod Work- "Christmas."
even presented a song or two with his
exhibits will increase next year and in
Fellowship, will be on the Murray State
When openedia the first time,
man and Phyllis Boyens, both
I'm sticking to my guns, however, own accompaniment on the guitar. He
the years that follow:
College campus Dec. 14 to 16 for special
They make ideal Christmas ' of whom were featured in
and next December I can assure you I'll has a beautiful young voice, and did a
We used to drive to Paducah every
counselling and work with the Murray
presents for friends. Books are
"Harlan County, USA," the
* again express the same sentiments. great job, as they all did.
Christmas season to see the "ChristDisciple Fellowship.
_
"Xmas" rubs me wrong. I don't like it.
Their teacher is Mrs. Eugene Perrin,
handsome, durable and imply
powerful documentary about
mas cards" display in Noble Park, and .
Miss Margaret Padgett, daughter of
there is no reason why the "Christmas
, its use, sand
coaal_miners'—strikp _which . I have never. accepted
Mrs. Genella Lawrence and the late
_ I who was 'there directing them, and
- - re-siggt:for Atte intelligence of
David's mother, Mrs. Thomas (Judy)
in The Park" exhibit here can't be just
Clarence Padgett, was married to
their-recipients.
Was shown Saturd4 on-WCETIt may be .an accepted term, but I Iamb played the piano for them.
as attractive to the people in this area.
William H. Perry, son of Mr. and Mrs.
' Anyone looking for gift book
TV in Cincinnati.
"•'• "
have difficulty accepting as fact that its
Strung up the stairs and in their
It's a good idea. It is well done, and
Hal Perry, on Dec. 11.
ideas would do well to write for
If pu're - searching for a
use today reflects any great general Early American costumes they gave
we thank those who are responsible for
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
knowledge of the history of early Just the right touch to the occasion. It
two catalogs, one distributed by
distinctive gift this Christmas..
the touch it adds to Christmas in
-The Loves Of Carmen" starring Rita
was real heartwarming to hear them.
Christianity or the Greek alphabet.
The University Press -of'Kencheck out; the offerings of
Murray this year.
Hayworth and Glenn Ford.
- •.
Thr
Won't you help me keep "Christ" in C
eis
ytma
•
kins
d. of put you in the spirit of
Gnomon and UK Press.
tucky, Lexington .40506; and the
other by Gnomon Distribution,
P. O. Box -106, Frankfort 40602.
UK Press puts OUt a slick
atalog covering 72 books of
Kentuckiana. Included are
works by _gich authors as Jesse
Stuart, _Harry Caudill and C.V.
(Sonny) Whitney. Among the
but in our opinion it is paramount that
By ARTHUR MAX *
Egypt later today for talks with
Dear Editor:
subjects- are quilts, moonstrict rules of forthrightness, fairness
Associated Press Writer
President Anwar Sadat and to return to
I can certainly appreciate Mayor
and common sense be employed -in the,
shiners and the Civil War in
Washington Friday. He had been
Melvin Henley's desire to create more
implementation of these solutions.
JERUSALEM (AP)
Secretary of
Kentucky. scheduled to remain in Israel until
income for the city of Murray, because
At one point in our city's history a
State Cyrus Vance is cutting short his
Friday.
One of the most delightful
I know it is with great difficulty that the
payroll tax was considered but the then
JenisalemCairo shuttle on orders from
After
two
sessions
financial
city
Wednesday,
meet
makes
ends
from a
Vance
volumes UK Press publishes is
.city council buckled under pressure and
President Carter as a result of Israeli
and Begin both said there were "difstandpoint. However, before a move is
"A Guide to ,the Wildflowers
discarded the idea. Instead Of the
resistance to U.S. pressure to accept
ferences of opinion" between Israel and
increase
the tax burden on the
made to
payroll tax, which although undesirable
• and Ferns of Kentuciriy,
new Egyptian peace treaty demands.
lieh
Egypt. The Israeli state radio said
taxpayers of the city, I think it
is still one of the most fair taxes, the
Vance had a final meeting today with
includes morg, than 500 fullBegin found the Egyptian proposals
behooves the city government to deal
then city council adopted several
Prime Minister Menachem Begin. But
color photograA-of the flora
unacceptable, and other Israeli sources
more forthrightly with the taxpayer.
nuisance taxes, the insurance tax being
there was no immediate indication it
claimed
-Egypt had harilened its
There is a city ordinance which states
ofthe Commonwealth.
one
of them.
would bring any change in Israel's
.
negotiating position.
that the sewerage charge will be oneUK publishes a splendid
Mayor Henley is following the lead
opposition to the pr000sals Vance
"I wouldn't call it a crisis," Vance
half of the monthly water bill. The
reference book, "Atlas of Kenset in the past, i.e. to levy a tax to get us
brought to Jerusalem from Cairo oatold reporters. But after conferring
sewerage charge on my monthly
in a better financial condition through
Wednesilay.
tucky." In pictures and prose,
with President- Carter by telephone
statement is about 64 percent of my
the most convenient means, when the
The secretary was scheduled to fly to
maps and charts, the atlas
Wednesday, the secretary announced
water bill. The people at the Murray
most intelligent approach would be to.
he
provides a good introduction to
Water and Sewer System told me that
would leave Israel a day ahead of
attack and assess the entire local tax
-schedule. Vance said he had "some12.50 is the starting point for the
the geogtaphy4
,- dettlography,
structure for fairness, gross income,
very important things to discuss with
sewerage bill, then one-half of the rest
ABOUT THIS PAGE
gOernment and history of Kencost of collection, etc.
Now
the
parable
is
this:
the
seed
is
the president."
of the water bill is then added to this
Editorials, columns and other
I will be the first to admit that any tax
the Word of God. - Luke 8:11.
tucky.
$2.50. I am unaware of an ordinance
Some --observers thought Vance's
opinionated articles on this page are
increase is sure to bring an outcry, but
This is from the "Parable of the
Cheek the atlas to find out
which allows this practice. I am aleare
early departure was an attempt to
presented for the purpose of
this is just part of that "heat" that
Sower." Read it and pray the Lord
things like where gentleman"
only of the ordinance which statesvthat
nudge Israel into making concessions.
providing a forum for the free
former President Harry Truman
prepares Our hearts to receive and heed_____thtsewerage
Carter himself appeared to be stepping
bill will be one-half of the —
exchange of differing opinions.
alluded to when he made his now
His Word.
up pressure on Israel in a speech to a
water bill. With a water bill of $9.02 my
famous remark.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Lexington). where bourbon is
sewerage charge is $5.76 not $4.50.
business group in Washington WedTimes.strongly believe that to limit
distilled (legally ) and Where
Government can be administered by
Another tax which is an effrontry to
nesday
night.
He
for
praised
Ledger
Times
Marray
Sadat
&
opinionated
articles
to only those
planned fore-thought or it can be adthe geologic fault lines lie (conbeing "very generous" in his conthe city taxpayer is the nine cents per
which , parrallel the editorial
Ministered haphazardly. I have been an
st ra y
1.1001asurance_tax which is collected by______40imfror of mayef
-cessions -in the negotiations but Nici
---Watter-L—Appersess-PubliSher
philosophy ofthiiiiewsPaper-would
Henley -The-pest
R. Gene McCutcheon
.
FAitor
local ' insurance agencies. The insilent about Begin. 'GnomonsDistribution handles
be a disservice to our readers4 •
and still am, but it certainly would be
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
surance agency keeps two cents of this
"We pray that both nations will acevery afternoon except Sundays,'July 1. Christsonic UK Press books
among
Therefore, we encourage readers
more in keeping with his past image as
mas IN-g, New Year Day and Thanksgiyirig bs
cept the same documents," said the
nine cents and presumably turns over
who do not agree with an editorial
them, Harlan- Hubbard's
Murraf Newspapers, inc. 103 N 4th St
a thoughtful, thorough thinking.
the other seven cents to the city. This
president. "But it-is extremely difMurray. Ky.42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
stand or the ideas'presented by an
meditative individual. If a complete
7Shantyboat" - butrpost ()fits
Murray. Ky 47071
represents a collection fee charge by
ficult."
individual writer in a column or
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
city tax reform study were acselections are from even
insurance companies of 28.5 per cent.
Carter said Vance can only spend "a
carriers, $2.75 per month, payable in advance
other article, to respond with their
complished, rather than merely hiking
By mail in Canoway County and to Benton. liar
esoteric
smaller,
The insurance companies, I might add,
more
limited amount of time...on the Mideast
feelings on. the particular issues
Ain. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky , and
the city sticker tax five dollars as a
did not write the ordinance setting up
treaty, as important as it is." He
Prins, Buchanan and Puryear. Iii, 119.50 per
publishers.
.
being discussed with a letter to the
stop-gap
measure. I am surfeited with
fly mail to other destInationa, $35 90 per'
this tax. This was accomplished by the
pointed out that the secretary is
editor.
-The Published works of
stop-gap measures end 28.5 per cent tax
ear
city, including the establishing of the
meeting Soviet Foreign Minister
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
EVY.the same tokeil, if an issue has
collection fees and am highly desirous
Balladeer John Jacob Niles are
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
collection fee of 28.5, per cent. I think
Andrei Groymko in Geneva next
not been discpsseteon this page and
of some good, fair, deep, contemplative
Association
diStributed by Gnomon, as are
that a ten percent collection fee would
Thursday for talks that they hope will
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
a reader feels,that the issue merits
thinking coupled with the fortitude to
I'republish local news originated by The Murray
Berri, MonWendell mesimiwo
by rerrnmel
put the finishing touches di a new SALT
4rvervimmo
rmumitir
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Mayor Henley has the same problems
any chance Israel and Egypt would sign
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Retail Display i Advertising
topic might be.
James C. Williams
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Circulation
nation
mayors
have,
for
that
the
over
a peace treaty by Dec. 17,the goal set in
•
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News and Sports pert,
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Doran Road.
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Owensboro Officer's Trial Continues
LOUthVILLE, Ky. tAP.,I,
Written testimony of a
deceased Owensboro polict
detective has been read int-.
the recoro in the ..efferson
County Circuit Court murder
trial of a former Owensboro
police detective.
The deceased detective,
ced Hall, testified at an
rlier trial-that he stopped by
Hi! home of detective .Fames
'C. Stallings about six weeks
before the August 1975 deaths
of Stallings' wif., and three of
his children and found
—Stallings
angry
and
threatening to kill his family.

Hall said he reported the
incident to his superiors.
Stallings is on trial for the
thtrti time for shooting his wife
to death and sctting a fire in
his home that killed the three
children, one who was a
student at Murray State
University.
Bob Norris, then a deputy
U.S. marshall and a member
of the Owensboro police force,
said Wednesday that he sold a
to
revolver
.38-caliber
Stallings sometime after 1969.
The revolver was found in the
trunk of Stallings' car the
night of the shooting and fire,
and was identified as the

weapon that killcd Mrs
Stallings.
Owensboro police sent the
revolver to .Fraaktort for
ballistics tests, but the gun was not checked for fingerprints, said state police
detective Joe Ginn.
Several Owensboro fireman
and Clay Cessna Jr., who was
with the state police arson
divtsi4n at the time of the
murders, said they investigated the house the day
after the fire and determined
that an accelerant had been
used to ignite the blaze.
Cessna said the state crune
lab confirmed arson after

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.

tests of charred samples from
a stairwell vt the first floor.
Stallings has claimed that
he was awakened by an intruder who shot his wife and
set the fire, but Owensboro
detective Willard Wiedemann
testified that he never found
any proof of an intruder.
, Stallings was convicted of
killing his wife in his first trial
at Madisonville in April 1976,
bu,t no veidict was reached on
the arson charge. The murder
conviction was overturned by
the Kentucky Supreme Court
and a second trail at
Hopkinsville earlier this year
ended in a hung jury.
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INSURANCE BONDS REAL ESTATE-108 E 12111ST , BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber
AURORA

FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND

The Number To Call

Bei-Air Shopping Center's
Christmas Shopping Guide
Winners of
Gift Certificates

Come On Out

Saturday, December 16th
andshop from our many selections of
stores.
_

Jeanette Williams, Route 7—Kings Den
Jimmy Copeland, Route 3, Singer Murray
Sewing Center
Shirley Wall, Route 6— Minnens
Vickie Shell,9atesbrough — Shoe Bizz
Randall Taylor, 1208 Main — Otasco
-Louise Hagler, Pyry_ear _Tenn,Big
deorgiaqn Holland, Route 3, Clay, Ky. —
-- Pier 1 Imports
Susan Snyder, Route 3 Box 144W
Michelson's
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Good Selection
of Gift Ideas
For the Man On Your List
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat. Free Gift
-1-4-SundatWrappg
—
New Reliday
Candies Noe Arrived!
Noun. 10:00-8:00 p.m. Men.-Sat.
1:00-5:00 p.m. Sunday

KING'S DEN
School Jackets
•Murray
*Colleens,

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open
10-8 Till Christmas
Open Sundays 1-5

Open 9:00-9:00
Till Christmas

ViSk
Big K's
Santa
Claus
Post Office

Bel-Air Decor

Distinctive Gifts For
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Visa SI Master Chicle.
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_
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'It's Not The NCAA'
But 75-65 Victory Sweet For Greene, Racers
By TONY WILSON
of 25-footers and a running ACC (Athletic Coast ConSports Editor
hook shot from 18 feet.
ference), when a team begins
When Murray State went
The Racers, who had owned the four-corners, the lens
into its four-corners stall late the lead
only once earlier --kegin singing "ama,"
in the game against UT- 12-10 .-on
Mann's layup - because they know it's all
Martin last night, it did it finally took it
for good with over," Greene said. "I hope
differently than it had two 2:18 left on Taylor's
20-foot our fans will get to that point." •
nights early. "We faked the baseline jumper.
UTM's offensive strategy
pass tonight," said Racer
The Pacers pulled as close contrasted sharply with the
coach Ron Greene."We didn't as five points(AA Carr layup Racers'
style of play. The
against Evansville."
three minutes into the secOnd Pacers fired up shots from all
The Racers' execution half, but Murray twice led by angles
and areas of the court,
resulted ma 75-65_victosjover 11,the last time with 11:16 left but after their
success early in
the Pacers in the Sports Arena in the game.
the game,tapered off to-finish
that gave Murray its first win
Finally, with six minutes with 4$ percent (31 of 67)fieldin seven games and Greene remaining and the Racers goal accuracy. The
Racers hit
his first triumph as a Racer ahead 71-63, Greene signaled 32 of 61
(58 percent).
_ coach.
-7 for the four-corners. He then
Murray, led by Oglesby's 11
Murray State had led began a flurry of substitutions and Randall's 8, outrebounded
Evansville Monday by a - six times in four minutes- its opponent 40-31. At the free
basket with a bit over two each time the teams traded throw line, the Racers sank 11
.
of 13, compared to UTNI's 3-ofminutes left, but its stall at- possessions.
"I wanted my good free- 6 performance.
tempt failed when the Aces
took the lead on a steal of a throw shooters in there when
"We went to the basket and.
-looping crosscourt pass and a we had the ball, and my good drew the foul- something we
subsequent three-point play, defensive players in there= haven't done much of before,"
helping them to their first when we didn't," said Greene. said Greene. "That's where
And though the Racers were the game is won or lost: invictory.
"It's not the NCAA, but it less than perfect in their stall, side."
Sophomore' guard David
feels like it," said Greene, they at times pleased Greene.
"We're getting there. In the Lawry played 30 minutes,
whose team had dropped four
games by five points or less.
Murray Stets 75, NAGAI65
"We still dribbled too much
fg fgo ft fto reb of fp
Keith Oglesby
(in the four-corners), but we
4 10 0 0
. 11 .3 8
Allen Mann
8 9 _3 4 8 2 19
had better passing."
John Randall
6 73. 0
1
8 4 12
The game featured a
Ray Taylor
7 14
2- 2 0
1 16
balanced Racer scoring atDavid Lowry
1
4 4 4 3 0 6
Mike
Diederick
tack, led by junior forward
3 4 2 2 3. 0 8
Herman Boyd
-0
- 0
.
0 0
Allen Mann,'who hit 8 of 9
Kenney Hammonds
0
1
0 0
1
0 0
shots for 19 points. Guard Roy
Torn Leffler
2 2 0 0 1
1
4
Taylor pumped in 16, followed
Harvey McNeal
0
1
0 0 0
1
0
by John Randall with 12 - all
Barry Snow
0
1 • 0 0
1
1
0
Gordon Melton
in the first half - and Mike
1
1
0 0
1
0 '2
_
- • Diederick •ahd Keith_Ogleater_._
Atraires—
with eight each.
Jim Bradley
1 -1
0.0 3 3 2
UT-Martin, which fell to 3-3
John
— S -9 1
2 10
3 17
with the loss._ waspaced by
Jerry Robertson 5 13 0 O
5 0 10
Edward Littleton's 21 points
Edward Littleton
10 75
1
3 0 21
1
Barry Tidwell
and John C,arr's 19.
2 7 0
1
1
3 4
Stsve Denbow
.... ..... .... 1
2 0
O
1
0
2
UTM hit 10 of 11 shots during
Freddie Toy/or
4
7
1
1
2
4 13
one stretch in the first half and
John Lomon
0 0 0 0 0
1
0
Don Hubbard
led by as many as six points.
0 3 0 0 4 2 0
Totals
31 67 3 6 31 17 65
Littleton scored 10 points in
Halftime Murray 45-36 Attendance- 3,000(est).
the first half, including a pair

more than any Racer besides
Oglesby, and dealt out nine
assists. Asked if Lowry was
his point guard now, Greene
replied: "You're only as good
as your last performance, but
right now, David is playing
very well."
Two local high , school
products - Barry Tidwell
(Lone Oalc) and Don Hubbard
(Mayfield) - played for
Martin. Tidwell started at
guard and hit 2 of 7 shots for

four points, while Hubbard
grabbed four rebounds and
missed his -three field-goal
tries.
"There were plenty of good
things about this game,"
- said
Greene: "But there were in
the Evansville game, too. The
difference is we won this one.
Now I can sleep tonight."
Murray, 1-6, hosts Campbell
College Saturday to a 7:30
p.m, game in the Sports
Arena.

Sports Upcoming
Today
Calloway County Christmas Tournament, first round Murray High girls (2-1) vs Fulton County, 6:30 p.m.;
Murray High boys (4-0) vs Hickman County.
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Friday
Calloway County Christmas Tournament, first round Calloway County girls (7-0) vs Hickman County, 6:30
p.m.; Calloway County boys i2-4) vs Fulton County.
Murray State women (4-3) vs North Alabama; 6 p.m.;
first-round game of UT-Martin tournament.
Saturday
Murray State men (1-6) vs Campbell College; Sports
Arena,7:30 p.m.
Calloway County Christmas Tournament, championship games- girls,6:30 p.m.; boys.
Monday
--Junior-High basketball- Murray Middle at Southwest
(boys, girls); 6:30 p.m.; Dover, Tenn., at East Calloway:
6:30 p.m.

Ron dreene didn't like his team's ploy during this moment of lost night's Murray State game with
LIT-Martin, but he was happy with the result • a 75-65 victory that gave him his first triumph as
Racer coach.
Staff phut,' b) Tony

Wilson
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Pans. Tenn.

WE HAVE THE
BEST PRICES AND THE
LARGEST SELECTION IN TENNESSEE N.,

20% OFF
•.:

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF LAMPS

"LAST CHANCE SALE"
3

FROM NOW UNTIL CHRISTMAS

[
I

I

if you like the best for less
Try us for any
I kind of lamp you want. Hundreds of styles,
I colors and sizes., all at wholesale prices. We
also have replacement shades, wicker, pictures
and many other decorator items.

Allen Mann prepares to shoot es UT-Martin's Jerry Robertson defend*, it's* g••4 bet Merle his
the attempt, since his 8-of-9 shooting helped Murray State to 75-65 decision for its first victory.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson

Duke Limits Robinson,
Zooms Past USC 79-65
goal attempts.
By the Associated Press
Michigan 109-69.
"They executed vetywell,"
What had been billed as the
Elsewhere, it was Conbattle of the ceñteriWai Southern Cal Chileb-MIWYd necticut 65,
Massachusetts 62;
really no contest as the top- said of the Blue Devils-."While- St. Francis
68; Pehn St.- 83; •
ranked Duke Blue Devils put playing from behind, this is a Appalachian
108, VMI 82; _
- the clamps on Cliff Itobinson very tough offense to stop."
Bowling Green 80, Valparaiso ,
Duke led 32-26 at the half, 70 Southern
and defeated No. 12- Southern
Mississippi--107; California 79-65.
then pulled away behind MissouriKansas
City 100;
"It was an emotional -nininski, Jim Spanarkel and Toledo
64,
Northwest ;
game," said Duke Coach Bill Gene Banks.
Louisiana 48; Vanderbilt 65,
Foster, "almost as emotional _ "Give them a lot of credit Cal Poly-Pomona
62; Bradley
- as an ACC (Atlantic .Coast fot their defense," Foster 77, Loyola-Chicago
72; Dayton
Conference) game.. almost."
graciously said. "We were
-Duke center Mike Gminski hoping to break open • a lot 86, Miami, Ohio, 69; DePaul
fired in 25 points and led the earlier, but when we finally 81, Butler 62:- Detroit 101,
Wayne State 66; Long Beach
Blue Devils' blanket defense did, that was it."
.,
Spanarkel added 20 points St. 91, Wichita St. 88;
of Southern Cal center Cliff
Robinson, the. Pacific 8 and Banks 17 for Duke, while Nebraska 91, Cal StateConference's leading scorer Barry Brooks pitted the Sacramento 56; 'Arizona 90,
-1/00611144/11 -411,4.-4faare -1'roiatuswitis14
-• —4.1stauct - Canyon -98ritcrierndo
Robeteeti- was scoreless frons-w-.--in the only other gasses-sa- 97, Denver 70; Fullerton St. ns-the-hret-half and
t.
-fat- N.tin, ,:"St.vit
finished the game with justsix Wednesday night, No.
• • Washington St. 66, Gonzaga 63
.4
only 2 of 13 field Michigan clobbered Western In-double overtime.
points.

MARAEL
THE S710RE THAT SAVES YOU MORE!
COME IN AND BROWSE AROUND.

LAKEWAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER

•

HIGHWAY 79 EAST - PARIS, TENN. NEXT TO UNCLE LEE'S
OPEN 10 A.M. PL 8 P.M. MONDAY THI1U SATURDAY
1 P.M. TIL 5 P.M. ON SUNDAY
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Baseball Playoff Change
May Result In TV Switch

'S

add a couple ot wild card baseball has decided it will no sidering:
-- ABC: ABC holds the key
teams and have eight teams, longer surrender the month of
instead of the present four, September to football. The to the whole thing. It has the
goal is simple: Prime Tune right of first refusal for prime
involved in playoffs.
Woe baseball but is locked
Thus, there will more teams Exposure in September.
"When I walked into this job into Monday Night Eootball in
in the running for the playoffs,
and, presumably, more fan last March, the thing that was September for the next few
interest as the season winds most appalling to me was that years. Given that fact and the
we had no prime time -fact that ABC currently rules
down.
All of this means that television exposure in Sep- the roost with its successful
tember," says Tom Villante, prime time entertainment
baseball's executive director shows, it seems very unlikely
of broadcasting. "And that's that the network would conwhen the season is most ex- sider a night of prime time
baseball in September.
citing."
ABC,sole purveyor of prime
- NBC: NBC is definitely
time baseball, drops Monday interested in staying with
-Night-ilasolaall-M,Septemher----uisenad and would satia-rn-r
in favor of Monday Night the same sort of deal it has
-Robert King, a 6-0, 196 fumble recovenes to top his Football. This, not sur- now with some modifications.
pound linebacker and tight squad in defensive_ statistics. iprisinglv does not sit well
from —Haywood -11e-iao caught five passes for with baseball people and they way split which would
i.'nd
Brownsville, Tenn.) High 105 yards and returned three are determined lo do necessarily water down its
School, has become the fourth kickoffs for 104 yards as a something about it.
product. .
area prep standout to sign a senior.
Baseball considers its
Ttte- most
intriguing
He has great athletic tentative new round of
football grant-in-aid with
possibility
is
that,
should
ABC
University.
ability
and
Murray State
operates with a playoffs as a fourth "jewel" of
tremendous attitude," said Its "crown jewels",joining the drop out of the picture, NBC"
:Xing earned All WestHaywood coach, Rufus World
Series, pennant might consider making a bid
Tennessee and second team
I acsiter.
and All-Star Game as to gain exclusive rights to the
playoffs
Class AAA All-State honors
Other prospects joining the the best products the sport has sport, adding a prime time
while helping lead his high
Racer roster next season are to offer. These jewels are package to its Saturday
scbool to an impressive 8-3
Trigg County wide receiver being dangled in front of the games and getting all the
record this season.
Charle-s Alexander, Beii- nelfrici
as bait in hopes of ' et volt jewets"-toltself.
-CBS: Tough to figure
derson
regular
in
the
A three-year
County quarterback- landing prime time exposure
__
_ _ ---beeetisealot depends
lineuVarBiiiiensville. King detetigiVe back Greg Rlemker in &eptember
was credited with 117 tackles, and Russelville offensive
The three networks have - ABC cfoes.11 ABC drops04,
two interceptions, and four lineman Rickey Posey.
been etinsidering all of this, CBS might consider picking
trying to decide what they up a'prime time package if it
want to go after and how much could get the "crown jewels"
every other year. The network
it will cost.
Dixieland Center
Network executives don't reportedly has already turned
Thursday
Night
like to reveal their negotiating down
strategies in advance, but Baseball in which it would be•
Stereo Specialists
here are some thoughts on one of three networks
what they may be con- televising the sport.

By the Alilv
Dave Cowt
OaNics' play
cited virtual
starting teal

By HoW ARD SMITH
AP Sports Writer
;.Negotiations between major
ue baseball and the three
ks have taken an inng turn of late with
ball's tentative plan to
pirdseason play. The
is to reorganize each
ue into three divisions,

Robert King Signs
With Murray State-

Keith Oglesby (rigid) is yarded by IIT4Asr11.'s Ibm Brsdlsy is lest night's 75-6.3 Marcy Stittifiktory. Oglesby scored sight Wetssad lad the tomicultb_112sbounds.

eesda
Wcln

Sunset Boulevard Music

Basketball
•

Colleges
EAST
American It*, Si Mary's (Md. $7
Ccnnectirui.65, Massachusetts 62
Dowtuig 62, New Pala 56
ill: 16, C.W. Post 52

St Francis Paj 60, Penn St. 63
St JasePh't.(Pa.i 77, West Chester St. 48
Widener €2, Delaware 52
SOUTH
Appalachian 108, Vitil
B.
0 1011 GPS`Wr SO( Yoleereitii-le:
Duke 79. Southern California 65
Murray St 75, Tn-Martin 65
Southern Mississippi 107, MissouriKansas
100 •
Toledo 64, NW Louldiase 49 _
.
Vanderbilt 65, Cal Poly-Pomona 82
MIDWEST
--- Bradley 77. Loyoia-Chicago 72
, Ilk-fottitmr-tehrot-111DePatil 81, Butler 62
Detroit 101, Wayne State
7
Idaho 65, Augsberg 48
Indiana Cent. 97, Ind. St-Evansville 70
, Long Beach St. 9L Wichita St. U
Michigan State 109, Resters Welt
='14ebraskit Si, Cal-StMelikilKiliiik 56
F.iR WEST
---Ani-na 10, Grand Canyilw
Col
,
ado-97, Denver
- E. Montana 71, AlatilmAgomeas• 64
Fullerton St. 109, Pcelland IL 66St Mary's. Calif. 73, San Jose
Santa Clara 77, Cal Poly-SL)62
Washington St IS, Gontaga ILLOT

,
SPECIAL
$1.00 OFF!

N70

with Automatic Color Control

Sug price
(i S8 49

Preps
Boys
Edmonton COW Metcalfe

• Self-Monitors/Adjusts Color- Consistent Flesh/Bright Color
• Cool/100% Solid State _
• Easy-Repair Modular Chassis
• Custom Control Co4or Contrast,- Intensity Brightness

Co 64
Greenup Co 49 Raoiland 19
Mt Olivet Deming 51 Williamdown 40

PICK UP A COLORFUL
GlFr BROCHVIE AT.
cmaillEST STOP-

-

Pint

AM/FM STEREO RADIO
WITH 8-TRAtK STEREO
TAPE PLAYER
stational Basketball Assoc-hatless

CR

' GOODYEAR REVOLVING GOODYEAR INSTALLMENT •It must be right
PAY PLANor we make it right
Enjoy yourCHARGE
•Longer Terms than arvaniaWe • We deliver what we sell
Revoiv(ng
'onOur
Charge
EDIT POWER •Cosiomer
•mon-YS'auP"'"
identification
• Approved
•Monthly Statement
for convenience
year • CAR CARD
factory service
•LOve Monthly Payments
-110 orir Goodyear Store
countrywide
• Free parkim

GE Country 25" Diagonal "VIR"
Color-Controlled TV
•Color Constantly Adjusted
by Broadcaster's Signal
• To% Solid State Chassis
• Etrilhant Coior Any Light
• Easy-Repair Modular Chassis

12" Diagonal SculptureTM ll
Black &Vhite TV
• Set & Forget

Volume
• Molded-In Carrying Handle,
• Terra Gotta, Sun Yellow &

Cameo Ivory

Boston 102, New Orleans W
Atlanta 117, Indliuut 101
Philadelphia 120, Kansas Clty 100
Washington 134, San Diego 117
San Antonio 139, New York 101
Seattle 117. Loa Angeles 107
Thursday's Game
Goidert State it liduattin
Friday's Games
Kansas City at Breton
Atlanta at New Jersey
Radii/igloo at Detroit
San Antonio at Indiana
-116Wari at Philadelphlif

SP,I9L
4)
X,
TWIN WEDGE
SPEAKERS

9
.
28
3

NM York at Chicago
ChwaIlaid 11111wediet
Portland at Dearer
Seattle at los Angeles

LIMITED QUANTMES

Spicial
purcIia

No
won;
Ch
A lo1
Stati

Wa8
How to mow any

U.S. cat since 147:
Over 1.000 pages. illustrated.
Deluxe hard cover

December Deals for Gift Giving!
SOUNDESIGN
Stereo, Receiver,
8-Track

SOUNDESIGN
Stereo, Receiver,
8-Track/ Wide
Ra
Sneakers

SOUN DESIGN
AM/FM/ FM-Stereo,
8-T1ack & Cassette

Mocia• 7070

• AM/FM/FM-Stereo Receiver
• 041Tlick Player & Recorder
• BSR Record Changer. Diamond
Stylus. Ceisimic Cartridge g
Cue
-grause Lever
• Built-In AFC

Model 7000
Model Pao

• AMif /FSA Stereo Receiver
•&Track -PleyerlFteeereler• Direct or Mil41 Recording
• BSP Chanoer -- Diamond Stylus •

Record Changer --Ceramic
Cartridge/Diamond Stylus/Cue Pause

•.BSR

Records WTrack & tess.tt. from
Receiver(Recordsropoosile Tape/Live
• Two Way Speaker'. *

Team
Peoples Bank
Gary dr Mick's Used Cars .
Dennison Hunt
32s 23%
Land Lovers
30
36
Thurman Furniture
Holland Drugs
27
s
Parsdiae Kennels
36
3o
Murray Ins
Handicaps
0-edit Bureau of Murray
17%
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
Dennison Watt
Peoples Bank
712
land Lovers
711
HIGH TENt4 GAME(11C)
Murray Ina'
Dennison Hunt
loll
Gary& litick'S Eras& Cars. ...
Peeples Bank
7225
Lind Lovers
Dengleon Hunt
2144
HIGH TEAM SERIES(MCI
Gary & Micles Used CAWParadise Filr,
Dennison
WI
HIGHIND.GAME(SC)'
LoisSmith
—Cora MrnotgatHIGH ItiT1).-61o4k(tio
Carol MC=
Et/selene

Decie Beale
-"HIGH IND.sEnnuusc)
Betty Parris
Decie Beale
4,6
•eta*
.
Sondra Rite
HIGH IND.SERIES(HC)
liefie Beale
Betty Parris&
Barbara Cala
Lois
Sondra Rice
Wand'grOWT1
-14 lei

1 -T

--iit.
—.
r.;.tsfoi4444 jiTii:0404:4411 '#:•41.11W4:1140(11-fi..

Murray, Ky.

•

6-AMP BATTERY
CHARGERS
Medium duty For overnight
charging, 6 or.12 -volt batteries

CHAMPION PORTABLE
AIR COMPRESSOR
rake rugged use *round home and
farm PowtrMt H P electric m.t,,rw,rh
'N2 gallon an tank Makes painting.
spraying. & cleaning a cinch.

(suit Ii'

-SOLAR 295 AMP WELDER
Does
more than any compost-4e
Set as low as ISArdpi for sheet metal
Complete ourfti including helmet,
insmiatons.

-P

CAit()UtSfikAINtlita FOLiCT
C AlltQUEST itecool es•\ma he Mot Ii re I. mil of on •4,cf.ffo•J e
fol te.en• ffw•
Itifmlos ow .41 woe••Romek•EIC maim"rn• n,the e•l• rote %mu knit5,,,, sfpc4r to wear
•• hroNg mTomfed wropl. 54 r••••••
frI•A•totiote me••• er&,,tfirtfer”Ifs• a,the c.o. &it rof *fad.of•dverfral Teala becfm•loafed
deem,*

fh•

Good at participating ce,

ouEsT Auto Parts Stores thru December II, 1970.

I Arrry S
Ron Wri
Paul Ga
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Joe Paul
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-

153-0595

MONIS POI111•1111111110
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owens'Strategy Pays Off

'Starters Benched, Celtics Win
By the Associated Press
himself - and the unusual
Dave Cowens, the Boston • strategy paid off.
Celtics' player-coach, benAlthough Cowens, Jo Jo:
ched virtually his entire White, Billy Knight, Nate
starting team
including = Archibald and Marvin Barnes-

t

144.
4

V.14%.41
-,
t
qb
"

t> •
1 • `‘

were sitting on the bench at the Jazz 102-96 behind the
the outset of Wednesday career-high 31 points of ocnight's National Basketball - cesional starter Cedric
Association game against Maxwell.
New Orleans, the Celtics beat
"I've been emphasizing
defense since I took over as
coach and the players I
selected to start the game
%* \ I
have been playing .the best
1
/4
I've seen so far," said
defense
.4 4 ft.
(
Cowens.
"They earned the
'
chance off what they showed
in Houston Tuesday night. I
didn't play well Tuesday, but
( Dennis) Autrey did. He
deserved the chance."
In addition to Maxwell and
Awtrey, the Celtics' starting
lineup included Don Chaney,
rookie .Jeff Judkins anci_Chris

worked," added Cowens, who
had 13 points and 13 rebounds
in his rare reserve role.
Barnes came off the bench
and scored 16 jibints, while
holding New Orleans' Truck
Robinson to 14 points - 12
below his average - on 2-for15 shooting from the floor.
Pete Maravich led New
Orleans with 25 points.
Bullets 134, Clippers 117
Hayes scored a season-high
36 points, grabbed 14
rebounds, blocked four shots,
handed out three assists and
had one steal in a brilliant allaround performance even
though he sat out the fourth
Quarter_ When be reached the -20,000-point mark by sinking
games: two free throws with 3:20
In
other
Washington's 'Elvin Hayes remaining in the thirst
became the 10th player in quarter, the crowd at the
NBA hi.stery, to reach _ the -Capital Centre in Landover,
20,000-point plateau as the Md. gave him a standing
Bullets whippedthe San-Diego--evabort. ----Hawks 117,Pacers 101
134-117;
Clippers
the
John Drew's 31 points, Dan
Philadelphia 76ers blitzed the
Icanaas City Kings 120-100; the Ftoundfield's 21 points=andSan Antonio Spurs routed the rebounds, and Tree Rollins' 17
New York -Knicks 139-109; the rebounds sparked Atlanta to
Atlanta 'Hawks trounced the its seventh home victory in a
Indiana Pacers 117-101, and row and enabled the Hawks to
the Seattle SuperSonies end a four-game losing streak.
tpinuned the Los Angeles Ricky Sobers paced the
Pacers_ with 26 points, in"The pressure (defense) cluding 14 of 14 free throws.
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FROM FL• SHE-1M
$3800

rony Wilson

Red
Clay
Leather
Nowa_the time to put a pair of Weeds underfoot. Their exclusive
ground-gripping soles are perfect for your rugged lifestyle In
fact, you'll be amazed at how quickly Weeds grew on you So
pop into a pair today'

//.
_

Open Every Night MOO
Smnilay 1-5 Free Gift Wrapping

Open Every Night TN 8:00 — Sunday 1-5 — Free Gift Wrapping

_
Pinto

2 QS

Now's the time to get a hardworking small car.
Choose your level of equipment.
A lot or a little remember the Pinto
Station Wagon. The best little
wagon in America.

I

)9

Save On Money
__
Ford
Fiesta
11&,

The gutsy little car by Ford. With
or without a lot of options.
Very good selection 46 mpg hwy.
34 city - You have to drive it before
youll believe it.

14

Ford Courier Pickup's

)9

63.

?5

-r •

CffrI the
rer/ref

M MOST
O(A/10146

_

The tough little pickup that does a big job.
,
Automatic or 4 speed or 5 speed over drive. Long or short wheel
base, radio, bumper, big mirror, white wall tires, you name the color
welt have it.
Larry Scott 759-1811
Ron Wright 753-0156
Paul Garland159-1151
James Parker 713-5180
Joe Parker 753-2656
-"1"41114"41DIL

701 Main

arker-Fert
"New Ideas From Murray's Oldest ter Dealer"

always included his trusty
clubs.
"I've played in Kona with.
guys raking snow oil the
-p6on§,--116-0-e-teealred7WO played on Christmas Island
with land crabs that walked
sideways and caddies hitting
them off the course. I've
played in Anchorage at 11
o'clock at night. I've played in
Bangkok with the fairways
crossing like 42nd Street and
Broadway and caddies
carrying thermos filled with
water and holding umbrellas
to protect youfrom the sun."
You get the idea. Hope loves
this game and enjoys his
identification with it. He hosts
the opening stop of the PGA
Tour each year and this
winter's Desert Classic,
scheduled for Jan. 10-14 marks
the 20th anniversary of the
event with the final two rounds
to be telecast by NBC.
"It used to be the Thunderbird at Palm Springs, you
know,". Hope said. "I'd go
there just to relax. One year,
the organizers came to me
looking for a sponsorI was
working for the C1rysler
people at the time and fealled
them. They said, sure -they'd
be happy to sponsor it, if I
would run it."
And so, Hope was hooked.
-It's a lot of fun really," he
said. "The event helps 40
- charities, We raised $814,000
last year."
The Desert Classic annually
raises more money for
charities than any other
tournament on the tour. And
this year, to celebrate the 20th
anniversary, the purse has
been increased by $75,000,
making it a $300,006 tournament, one of the PGA's
more lucrative stops.
For Hope, running the
tournament is a labor of love.
The love is golf. He hakplayed
this game all over the vaid,
with presidents and kings,and
he has seen all of them cut
down to mere mortals by that
little white ball and the lush,
rolling greens.
"Golf is the great common
denominator," Hope said. -No
matter who you are, you tee
off the sarne tee. It's a real
equalizer. Most golfers are
humble."
Hope remembered playing
with baseball great Babe
Ruth.
"He was left-handed and
had a tendency to slice," said
Hope, sounding as if he
wouldn't know anything about
duffer's
common
that
dilemma."We were playinisin
a foursome at Bloomfield,
N.J. arid he hit eight people. It
sounded like Dunkirk with all
the ambulagpes."
Hope has been playing the
game since 1930 when he was
working in vaudeville.
Now Hope plays every day
Milietiergettirtkrat'
ttfr."
.
'
-you're always
-cauie
it ti-e
- variant on scmigiiKfn-rir
"You're playing yourself, constantly."

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
If you take your golf
seriously - and entertainer
14ope- eertairsly -does- —
then little things like
geography shouldn't interfere
with your game.
In the years when Hopespent the holiday season on
the road, touring veterans'
hospitals and military bases,
his traveling companions

teArt
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You can have an
elegant Magnavox
stereo console
for Christmas!

Claytons has
more styles,
. sizes and
!i !
111ii ---i's'i % .
...--:-.E.:1
, Mnishesthan1
,\t-......,---.L.:„..„
-1
._
anyone — each value priced and
- -.-.-.- _- - - guarantee
can
we
\i. -,---Course Conditions
Secretary Christmas
Don't Bother Golf's
Stereo
$69900 delivery
Ambassador Hope
on outstanding
buys-like this --_

Think Small
Save On Gas

There's
still time!

Ed West 753-3064
Carlos Jollies 753-2471
David Parker 753-5180
John Parker 753-1833
Don Chnsrmin 753-1463
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Early
American
Stereo
$34900
_
Early
American
Stereo
$19900

Venitian
Stereo

$549"

Save $100.00 and own
the finest! Stereo
console with _built-in
8 track tape player
f

Beautiful looking, beautiful
sounding Magnavox console of
superb quality contains a solid •
state FM/AM. stereo FM radio, a
deluxe automatic record player
with diamond needle, and a builtin 8-track tape player plus record
storage space. And the cabinet is
absolutely gorgeous with hand
rubbed finish!

299

Open Till 6 p.m.
No Down Payment
Easy Monthly
Payments
We Service
What We Sell

(Formerly j&B Music-James & BettPtlayton Owners)

Dixieland Center

753-7575

!Surrey, Ky.

Component Stereo Component Stereo
8 Track Player
Cassette Tape
4.109000
did did VIP

"24"

4t
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, Life Savers
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Story Book
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Carrington
Christmas
Gift Wrap
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HIGHWAY 64I--MURRAY, KY
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Dipohis Bomber 15 lignite
1 1330
N. ,

Decoration Set

Son of a Gun

ter tweet Wow* beertbern, odd lb
&pestles
2$ Toitbsts

Jumbo California
English Walnoti

By Clairol

or

Ingraham
Digital
Alarm Clock

Vicks
Formula

Efferdent
Denture Cleanser Tablets

Easy to read lighted nurnerala, time changes
quietly and instantly, handsome contemporary design Model 59-030

Alti , ar•
Clough
Owompestow Fisnews

SO Tablets

$128

Raiit
Thro
Up J

Fancy Mixed Nuts

1250 watt Web mistily &Tor,• Nereid sett*, lie eseandled drying and
styles. Medal 1111-2

awl or senile., shovisig, edbistabie
110101.4. twberimable away for
Awnsop t.3 mobs, pep oat triomme.
Maki 1112

,eiferdent

Steams styles wood. Nee-stick coat* emd
001103 111011.
• Model 200

os•icture

'Hanka Adiustabk
Tripleheoder
Rechargeable
Electric Razor

&emits

Alka
Seltzer

Crazy
Curl

Seertifirl MM* desige. 10
ryas pow wrap
1O S. Feet
Na. 2440
•

I

•
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iv*um RANSOM

By HERB
Assoclal
FRANK
In the wake
local officis
counties ar
non-partic
federal I
program.
A feder
Wednesday
those count
for long-ter
assistance
governmer
program.
Glen W
Federal
Administral
of the local
been advise,
ago that th

lbe C•41111 laSs. With di
dew owls sumo. 4.s.

Spisb-Om Latin mod Seop-014A -lope
lis. 5142

Colgate

I 1111 1111
III It• II

Phone 753-6575

Aqua Volvos
Ice Blue
After Shave Lotion

Batwing, Sear. Umoc•Ntyd
Meld
Ginn 141 oz.

El NI so rd -'11
111.111gm

II in

_111,1111_111

Prices Good
Mrs Sunday

we

•

ecial Selection
Boys

Ladies Cuff-Top

Mountain Mist

Mens

Booties

Cotton
Batting

Insulated

Coveralls
infant & Girls
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Super Bells
Belthlattoms
Boot Cut
Straight Leg
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Cold's
coi.,:,&fabrics

Ladies Fashion
only

Boots
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Walls &
Pioneer
Reg.
$34•99
Sale Priced
At Only

Pelystter- Sett* Quilt
Size

$429
Ladies Knit

-25h

Scarves
Reg. $3.79 & $3,99

SAVE! SAVE!

Alp

Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store $50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,
at regular bank rates, with approved credit.
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Tack Dareastester, Neon 'Timing Light,
Emden Tester Vacuum Tester

Sole

Save $60.05

Sale $2
9
97

Bench
Grinder
Metal Bread Boxes,
Cake Plates &
Canister Sets

Reg.$225.00

95

Slow Cooker

1857
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Large Selection of

10-,double insulated,
great for around
the house
chain saw files
also available
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3/
1
2qt. Fteg. $25.57 $

In White, Avacado
& Harvest Gold

Check our low prices

Socket
Sets
10 Inch Wheel,2 H.P.
$

Mirro-matic
Electric
Crockery

7
Reg.sis.n $1 17

3 Designs

Sale'$1 7995

_
Heat bulbs available at discount prices
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Electric
Portable

10inch, 2h. p.
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Instant

Starting Fluid

Auto Ramps
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Per Pair
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County Officials Reassess Non-Participation In Flood Insurance

Iva
S
Lotion

"oh•
id., Si.
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By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
In the wakeof weekend floods,
local officials in seven flooded
counties are reassessing their
non-participation in the
federal flood insurance
program.
A federal official said
Wednesday that residents in
those counties will not qualify
for long-term federal disaster
assistance until and if the
governments join in the
program.
Glen Woodard of the
Federal
Insurance
Administration said officials
of the local governments had
been advised more than a year
ago that they would have to

join the program before local
residents could purchase flood
insurance or be eligible for
various federal disaster
assistance.
"We have been working
with the communities, but we
can't force them," Woodard
said. '"They have to make up
their minds."
Among the programs affected are low-interest
rebuilding -loans from the
Small
Business
Administration and the
Farmers
Home
Administration and individual
assistance grants along with
aid programs for local
goverrunefai
Woodard said it is not too
Late for the non-participating

Railroad Crews Work
Through Night To Clean
Up Jellico Derailment

psis 4"

Quilt
Size

en

ace
we

JELEICO, Tehn. (AP) — sUlfuric acid into a drainage
Railroad crews worked ditch along the tracks. About
through the night to clean up a 2,000 gallons seeped into the
13-car derailment that spilled Clear Fork River before
15,000 gallons of sulfuric acid bulldozers could move earth to
into a drainage ditch and block the ditch off, they said.
L&N Vice President Phil
forced 25 families from their
Hooper said sulfuric acid
homes.
Ten families who spent fumes also leaked briefly from
Wednesday night with friends the -daine of a third derailed
or relatives were to return to tanker that was left leaning at
- their homes today ut_High_a30-degretangle. _
The Clear1'- ork empties into
Cliff, a small hamlet on the
Tennessee-Kentucky border the Cumberland River, which
is the source of water for
four miles east of Jellico.
The other 15 families went Williamsburg, Ky., a town of
home Wednesday afternoon as approximately 7,000 residents
officials worked to neutralize 35 miles downstream from the
the spill with lime. The 25 crash site.
Tennessee and Kentucky
families were evacuated after
officials
quality
13 cars of the Louisville & water
Nashville Railroad freight monitored the sulfuric acid
train jumped the tracks content in the, river through
. shortly after,... 5_, a.m. Wed- the night but Williamsburg
Mayor Paul Estes said none
nesday.
Three derailed cars were had shown up at the city's
tankers containing sulfuric intake.
Drinking water was ordered
acid and Oleum, a chemical
with a high sulfuric acid cut off at Cumberland Fails
content. Leaks from the State Park.
Neil Ewing, a Civil Defense
tankers created a cloud of
noxious fumes that officials coordinator, said one of the
said could irritate eyes, noses tankers lost all of its 13,494
gallons of sulfuric acid and
and throats.
Paul B. Mitchell, ad- there was a smaller leak from
ministrator at Jellico Com- a twoinch gash in the second
munity Hospital, said eight car.
Hooper said the 13 cars were
perions—Wfiere examined after
they inhaled the fumes but part of a 44-car freight train
from Atlanta to Cincinnati,
none was admitted.
Olan Lawson, 31, whose Ohio. The train had picked up
home is about 40 feet from the the tankers at Cities Service
crash site, said L&N crews CO.'s plant in Copper Hill,
told him and other families Tenn., he said.
The line is the same one on
' living within a 1
radius
of the derailed cars to which three tank cars containing sulfuric acid derailed
evacuate.
-----iTteard-1Ke noise antt.--K---OCtitirtMadis-Q-P-r-li
forcing several thousand
woke me tip," Lawson said.
residents to leave their homes.
got up and came to the window
Hooper said the cause of
and saw ,smoke going up. It
was smoking pretty hedvily, Wednesday's crash was not
yet known but that L&N crews
about 50 or 60 feet in the air."
had been working on the
Civil Defense officials said
two of the tankers ruptured, tracks in the Jellico area for
about a year.
spilling about 15,000 gallons of

areas. He said if the local program are Henry, Blatt,
governments join in the Carroll, Magoffin, Bath,
program now; the assistance Hardin and Owen and the
will be made available to the towns of Versailles and Vine
current flood victims.
Grove. They were part of the
The program mainly con- 17 counties declared disaster
sists of adopting ordinances areas Tuesday by President
controlling building in flood- Carter.
prone
areas.
Federal and state disaster
Woodard
stressed the program does not officials began making
prohibit construction in flood preparations Wednesday for
plains, but is aimed at setting up so-called one-stop
reducing losses when a flood centers where people with
does occur.
flood losses can apply for help.
He said officials of the
Gov. Julian Carroll met
counties are being contacted Wednesday with William
by his agency.
Wilcox, director of the
The counties not in the Federal Disaster Assistance

Administration, who toured
some of the flood-stricken
areas.
Wilcox also met with state
and federal disaster officials
to map out plans for
distributing the assistance in
Kentucky.
Carroll told the special
session of the General
Assembly on Wednesday that
eight one-stop centers would
begin operation Friday to
handle all applications for
disaster assistance.
The centers will be located
in Frankfort, Elizabethtown,
Harrodsburg, Inez and
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The nominees, C. Richard
Wobbe and Earl Kottkamp,
were chosen by the Kentucky
Rhodes Scholarship selection
committee from among eight
candidates nominated by their
colleges, said Guy Davenport
of Lexington,secretary of the
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selection committee.
Kottkamp, of Louisville, is a
senior at Hampshire College,
Amherst, Mass., where he
majors in theology, Davenport
Said.
Wobbe, of Springfield, Ohio,
is a senior at Centre, majoring
in biochemistry, he said.
Davenport explained that
students seeking Rhodes
Scholarships have the choice
of competing in the state of
their birth Or the state in
which they attend school.
Kentucky's nominees will be
among those considered by
the Great Lakes District
Rhodes Scholarship selection
committee, which will meet
Saturday in Chicago. The
district committee will select
four nominees from the names
submitted by state committees in -.Kentucky,- Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, Michigan
and WSconsin.
Members of the Kentucky
- selection conunittee are
William Kelly, president of
Transylvania University,
Coininittee president;
Davenport, a University of
professor,
Kentucky
secretary; Ralph Raymond,a
University
DePauw
professor; J.T. Londergan, an
Indiana University professor;
Raymond I3urse, a Louisville
lawyer, and Mrs. Frances
Anggelis of Lexington.
The U.S. Supreme Court in
—SOO votedinsimmeanstRutiewal
A requirement that sit
4116114A4
,
-COalialifkillt441401

register with
government.

the

federal

10 Shopping Days Left

PrlcuGSOdThru Suduy

Uncle Jeff's all new Sporting Goods Department for the
most complete line of hunting equipment, fishing equipment,
camping equipment and athletic supplies, all at the lowest
prices anywhere.

Tenex

Racquetball

$727

Limited 2 Yea- Gurantee

Official IRA Seamco
No.444

Racquetballs

$297

2 Per Can

Developes strength
& Stamina in
legs

Chiller Killer
Blizzard Proof ,

Coveralls

Jump
Rope

Uniroyal Red Ball
Insulated Rubber

100% Fortrel
Polyester Fiberfill
By Safe-T-Bak

Boots
and weather-rite insulated
pile lined rubber boots

Your Choice

a pair

Develops Stamina and
Coordination

Pflueger
Model M-30

Trolling
Motor

22 Long Rifle

Ammo

Centre Senior, Louisville
Resident Are State's
RhodestcholarNominees
LEXINGTON, Ky. (Al') —
A Centre College semi'and a
Louisville resident attending
college in Massachusetts were
chosen Wednesday as this
year's Kentucky nominees for
RhodesScholarships.

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods
Dept.
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Racket

"But when the'water goes
down we will go in and make
payments on the spot,"
,Woodard said.
Despite the promotion of the
program in the wake of recent
floods, Woodard said participation is still low. He said
there are only 150 policies in
Frankfort worth around $2
million.
There were 1,122 policies _
worth $25 million in the
counties declared disaster
areas. Most of the individual
policies are worth up to
835,000, he said.
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castle, Lincoln, Casey, Jefferson, Fleming, Christian,
Carter, Boyd and Pike.
Thomas Credle, regional
FDAA director from Atlanta,
will oversee the Kentucky
from
effort
recovery
headquarters in Frankfort.
Woodard said his agency
has already set up an adjustrnent office in a room at
the Holiday Inn in Frankfort
to expedite claims from flood
insurance policies.
He said local adjusters are
being used to work individual
claims, but high water has
prevented any settlements so
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Magoffin, Powell, Woodford
and Owen counties.
Carroll said there would
also be a briefing for local
government officials Friday
on how to fill out the necessary
forms to apply for assistance
for damage to public facilities.
Carroll said that state and
federal disaster officials
toured 18 other counties
Wednesday to determine if
-they should be added to the
di.saster call.
The counties included
Bourbon, LaRue, Washington,
Letcher, Lee, Rowan, Estill,
Madison, Fayette, Rock-

Box ((f 50

3 Way combination
Gym
features handgrips,jumprope
and chest pull exercise
a home exercise set designed
for overall muscle development

994
Limit 10 Boxes

\Dart Boards
featuring 2 games
and 6 darts in each
set
English Tournament Site

Official Size

$487
$327

Zebco

Zebco,

Ultra"-Light
Combination

Reel Combination
with Zebco 33' Reel,
Zebflex 6 ft. medium
rod

featuring the Zebco Omega
113 Reel and-a 4'6"
ultra light
tubular glass rod

Smaller Size

Hunter's Orange
Thermal Insulated
Hooded

Sweatshirt
\

Full Zipper
& Pockets
Reg.$13.77

With 36 compartments
in 6 worm proof trays,
water tight when closed
and latched.'
$1647
each

Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or

s will finance any item
'
Uncle Jeff

throughout the store $50.00 or more trom 1 month to

at I e'*01111- ua unk rates, Wis1appiiivej cred:t.
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months to
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Panel To Try Again TO Get
Mrs. Stovall To Discuss Plan
considering bills expected to Statewide 'Information
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer • be Introduced in the special Retrieval.
A planned meeting WedFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- session that is to begin Jan. 8'
The committee will deal nesday of a subcommittee of
The
Interim
Joint
Interim
Education
Appropriations and Revenue v.ith some of the more com- the
Committee will try one more plicated issues involved in Committee to bear from
time to get Li Gov. Thelma Mrs. Stovall's call, which also University of Kentucky
Stovall to voluntarily appear included revision of utility President Otis Singletary and
before it to discuss where rates to-abolish the fuel ad- University of Louisville
President James Miller was
money for her proposed tax justment clause.
also cancelled.
cut program would come.
Meetings cancelled this
The LRC's Personal Service
However, some conuruttee
week include the Legislative
Contract
Review
members indicated they.
Sub-,
Research
Commission,
w(.181d like_ ta_seek&subpoena Intertni Joint Committee on cominittee did get in same
work Wednesday morning,
if she again refuses.
Highways and Traffic Safety;
approving several nonMrs. Stovall, who called a
LRC Special Subcommittee on
controversial contracts. It
special session of the
Workmen's Compensation and
delayed action on others witil
legislature Nov. 17 while
LRC
Subcommittee
on Dec.
20.
acting governor to consider
Ur-cutting propocals, refused
to appear before an earlier
meeting of the committee.
Rep. 'Joe Clarke, DDanville, chairman of the
committee,
said
'- the
lieutenant governor owes it to
the Legislature to stop dancing around and come in here
and tellthe Legislature where
By MATT YANCEY
percent of the sulfur from the
the money should come
Associated Press Writer
coal they burn regardless of
from."
KNOXVILLE, Term. AP) the quality of coal they use.Mrs. Stovall has failed to -. Reversing its-opposition to
The regulation now being
provide a specific program of present clean-air standards, considered by the EPA under
tax cuts in the areas of the
Tennessee
Valley 1977 amendments to • the
property tax, income tax and Authority has, come out in federal Clean Air Act would
sales tax on utilities that are favor of even tougher anti- --Piesuire massive expenditureS"
included in her call of the pollution regulations for new---for sulfur dioxide scrubbers on
power plants.
anynewpowerptants-..sPerutsession_
She has also not provided
The TVA Board of Directors
-TVA believes the full
suggestions for budget cuts is to act today on a settlement scrubbing
approach
is
that would result from any reached nine months ago to a technically feasible, would be
reduction in taxes, although 1977 suit aimed at forcing the anti-inflationary over the life
she has maintained she will giant government utility to cygle-of the equipment and is
provide such suggestions at clean up the sulfur dioxide
required by the Clean Air Act
the proper time. .
pollution from 10 of its 12 amendments," David
The Appropriations and coalfired generating plants:
Freeman said in a- letter to
The
Revenue Committee voted to
EPA Administrator Douglas
settlement
was
meet Dec. 28 and ask Mrs. negotiated by now-TVA
Costle.
Chairman S. David Freeman
Stovall to appear.
David Freeman's views on
The session met only briefly but was rejected by former
the proposed regirlations are
.Wednesday pd.....tben ad- chairman Aubrey. Wagner-and
just the opposite of his former
journed sine die because"of the - director -Bill Jenkins before
boss, Energy Secretary
record flooding in Frankfort. they stepped down from the
James Schlesinger, and most
However. Gov. Julian Carroll agency's-board la* May.
private utilities.
•
called another specialsithi-...'VA's...newest direetor, -- - -Theough- various-lobbying
starting Jan. 8 to include ant Richard M. Freeman, was
groups, private utilities are
the issues raised by Mrs. questioned by White House
arguing that the scrubhers,
officials on the clean-air suit
Stovall.
costing in the hundreds of
Several members of the before his appointment and is
millions of dollars, should not
committee discussed the expected to approve the
be required if the new plants
possibility of asking the settlement.
will be burning low-sulfur
The
two
Legislative. Research -Com- Freemans are not related.
coal. Federal energy officials
TVA officials say most of
mission to subpoena Mrs.
are opposing the regulations
Stovall if she again refuses to the cleanup measures for
because they would raise
existing plants already are
testify.
electric rates sharply and
While most legislative under way at an annual cost of
spur inflation.
committees scheduled to meet $450 million, which alone will
Freeman's letter to Costle
this week were cancelled raise the typical homeowner's
said excluding new plants
because of the continuing electric bill $4 a month by
from
the
scrubber
flood problems in Frankfort, 1983.
requirements would magnify •
TVA Supplies electricity to
one group was to meet today.
the. periodic coil shortages
The interim joint Cornmitee approximately 8 Million
that have existed in recent
on Public Utilities and resident's in Tennessee and
years.
Transportation was to begin parts of Alabama, Kentucky,
"If the new Sources are
ecreppkl-witli Tull se
and North Carolina.
rat VP 114001, IlaaPCE
and tims have the capability to
pains, su artiaw tt.a! v3t,c,1
'Meanwhile, David Freeman
burn all types of coal, the
!mations& kidne, tarionier•-newer Ahead "Fr ('Sr kidtold the Environmental
scarce Eastern low-sulfur and
nap, •FCU1 A Tfi.kri.‘are,
Protection Agency this week
medium-sulfur coals will be
jib gentle BUCK . Vtab•3day beat/reed it crier
that TVA favors proposed
more accessible for smaller,
:-,aabi or rotir Iter boar zr,
regulations requiring new
older plants where installation
troy roorecr.
power plants to remove .85
of scrubbers could result in
severe retrofit problems,"
Freeman's letter said.
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TVA Favors Tougher
Anti-Pollution Rules
For New Power Plants
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5-Pc. Aluminum
BAKEVVARE SET

\1!

loci. 9x5-in. loaf pan, 151
/
2x
12" cookie sheet, 12-cup
muffin pan, 9-in. sq. cake
pan with no-stick finish.
Plus 12-in, pizza pan. 6-177
While Supplies Last

Black& Decker

ELECTRIC BACK KASSA=

Dual Height

features 8 settings--bigh, low or so heat
gentle or vigorous massage. Head and body
contour pads. 15 x 28 M. 33/91408M
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Model 870
"Wingmaster"
Pump Action
Shotgun
• Best-selling
pump gun in
the O. S. A.
• Double actionbars for smooth.
dependable
operation
• Receiver
machined from
Solid steel

FOOD PROCESSORS—
Quality processors have accessories to
chop, mince, puree, mix dough, beat
grate, slice, shred, grind, make salads,
blend sauces, more. And all are built to
last, with important safety features.

4.14.

4788
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• Quick-change
extra barrels
available in
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and no tools
are needed to
change barrels.
• Madoin 0. S. A.
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ELECTRIC PEELER

SPECIAL

Takes the drudgery out of peeling fresh fruits and vegetables.
Special "Eyer Tip". 26/EP-1

PRESTO N

$1879

Dr. Tom McKnight
Elected Regional

Captain D's
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*2 pieces of fish filet
*crisp french fries
*creamy cols slaw
*2 Southern-Style
hushpuppies.
*Regular Drink
only

.40
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Group Representative
Dr. Tor" McKnight of the
Department of Special
Educatibn at Murray State
University has been elected
the southeastern region
representative to the national
network of Professional
Organizational Development,
a group made up of people
concerned with learning and
behairibral disorders.
McKnight, who is a clinic
coordinator in the Department
of Special Education at the
university, was. rwned to the
post while participating in the
group's national conference at
Anton, Okla.
He also firesented a paper,
entitled, "Field Independent
vs. Field Dependency Learning Styles: Input for
-__Education,"_ _ while- attending-the conference..
A native of Marks, Miss.,
McKnight has been at Murray
State since August, 1977. Heearned his undergraduate
degree at Mississippi State
University„ his- master's at
Memphis State and his doctorate in psychology from
Mississippi State.

Reg. $2.l

Save 40

-1*
WOW'

EXPLICATOR
RICHMOND, Va. (API ;The •Explicator Literary.
Foundation
has named
Professor A. Dwight Cutler of
Yale University winner of its
1-113seplfrestee
present Telt ffie best book br

aPtamem*
inD.
..
of Dec

--OrkrrGtiOtt Thrtr-

,
753-9310

i4itUEnglish
literature

or

•I

American

7.99 CREEPER
Low profile creeper made of kiln dried
hardwood. Comfortable vinyl headrest.
Four easy-roll nylon casters. M/X-200

(N) Fry Dadlym Dam Fryer
Family-size-cooks 4 servings in 4 cups of
oil lift/drain scoop. H3/F0E-1 418.79
Fry Iá
-Serves 1-2. H3/F80-1 .

19-271""4

4-Pack C Or
latteries
WIN
77c COUPON
For I
It

My cur Dry Carling Iran
Signal light for when unit is on.
ready light eten fully heated
6½ ft. cord 16 watts.32/E2023

4141#00
'

C011111•11
,toys
/50-4

..smorrassorso
Oar
aim- ISO Mao

Inre

Hamilton Beach

ark Forel
IRELL.L &IOPPER,'
9-9 Heavy Duty
Soper Cell

Limit 2 sw adult Illit••10

Aritegueiste Wald
999 Y
e:
j
16

ItAIX>VAC

.-8131C1r—
PON
1JSIUNTONPON'
*4,411t1 MUT for cakulaton
ridere4701604 1
-

$389

*wive
1"
Iv.:

AUTO RAMPS

.

,

Altsteet subs raMps boM
SMOO Ii.11-iedsbeigbiL Omni„
fully assembled a* vege-.1,
ii/N7S
IPSPir
--

ar"W
ate
mes•vratitt STOPES

Scoutll

HAMILTON
BEACH
Double Mac
Burger
Machine
THE ONLY FAST
COOKER THAT
FLIPS ITS GRID

2"

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

MISS 'it

mistrt
4110 4
oride
.04104,4-

Chestnut St.

mrital/aiezze

1111\iiinzAROWARE STORES

Asno•
Itsv

753-2571

Sebscrib4f4
noc•ired
C44T if Iles
Arnim by 31
hidery et by 3
Wws ate olio
6/•••• s,so
Menflay•frialy
sod 4 p.m. Sr
4•Nriery.14
'144141iir
ese
de?, 4fr 4 p.
-...•••••yrom
Alommiummi
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Your Individual
Horoscope
SPIN:dais Seed
Doc. 144“.24

%Inoue Is aoto

Frames Drake,

Bonus, Special
Any 2 With
$25.00 Order

FOR FRIDAY,DECEMBER
18.1978
What kind day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
au stars say, read tke
forecast given for your bull

Sign.
ARIES
Niar-21 to Apr.191

Ipso II-1 Iloo-Tber
PA =I Sat.

log %owls

WE GURY ACCEPT MOO STANK

Any 3 With
$35.00 Order

griA

Recent delays re letters,
packages,- or phone calls
should be over now. Home
tensions are best alleviated by -going out for relaxation.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) eiki7
r
Someone in the family has
grandiose plans. Still, that's
no reason for you to be impolite. The late p.m. is con-ducive to romance.
GEMINI
[ May 21 to- June 20)
A date or close one may be
playing the part of the big
spender. Be sure to be just as
generous if the situation calls
•
for you chipping in.
CANCER
tJune 21 to-July 221
Don't make a change just
for change's sake. Make sure
directions
Are_
_new
progressive and in your
Childreii-may ruCie
problems.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Just as company arrives,
you may feel like being by
yourself. Maintaira,composure
by taking a nap before evening
festivities.
VIRGO
,Aug. 23 to Sept.22(
‘..bA•
If you are snappish with a
'iend, the afternoon would be
good time • to make amrids. A social function ofrs hidden benefits in the
ening.
RA - pt. 23 to Oct.22) 41'
—
If sleep was interrupted in
early hours, may find the
of the day tough-sledding.
atch up on last-minute
liday mailing.
RPIO
. 23 to Nov.21)
Late afternoon business
mines may not come to
ition. Attending a cultural
ent in the p.m. can only
ing you pleasure.
AGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec: 21) 4.4
Keep enthusiasm within
easonable bounds re travel
Inns and future prospects.
ou may be counting your
hickens before they are
tched.
APRECORIki(Dec. 22- to Jan.19) YJ
Early morning agitation re
friends and lovers will work
Itself out before the end of the
day. Avoid needless fuss. Be
trusting.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb.18) ''"•••••
You may wake up resenting
the fact you have work to do
today, but when the work is
finished you'll glow with a
sense of accomplishment.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A sudden change re entertainment plans could upset
but things mellow out in
the___wee small_ hours when
romance is favored.;
YOU BORN_TEMAY are a
born money-maker and can
succeed in your own business.
Home and family are important to you, yet you find
ways to be independent too. As
you grow older you may
become concerned' with
humanitarian causes and
would do well in any occupation dealing with the
problems of mankind. Intuitive, inventive, you can also
write and design. Your need
for a taste of adventure as well
as home life often attracts you
to an outdoor occupation.
Don't let your need for roots
keep you from seeing your
need to contribute to the
progress of mankind. Birthdate of : J.P. Getty,
financier, Maxwell Anderson,
playwrite; and
Kermit
Bleoingarrien„ theatrical
producer. •

With $12.50 Additional
Pvechaso Eze
Tobacco K Da'

ad,

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
vTobacco I Dairy Prod.
"WV 11

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Esclusling
Tobacco I Dairy Prod.

\rir

ONO

44:g

Green Giant Blue Lake Cut

U. S. Choice
Boneless

Green Giant French-Style

GREEN BEANS

CHUCK
ROAST

Dole Sliced, Crushed or Chunk

Green Giant Golden Cream Style

PINEAPPLE

_
CRANBERRY SAM

Ocean Spray

• nP

!keit-

Hyde Park

Center Cut
Smoked
Hyde Pork Sweet Crispy,

PICKLES

12 or

08C French Fried

ONIONS

3 or

Libby Solid Pack 16 Oz

utubv.

PUMPKIN
Stove Top 6 Oz

STUFFING

PORK
69' CHOPS
Musselmon's Chunky 25 oz

49
35'
69'

APPLESAUCE
Hyde Park Stuffed

Lb.

OLIVES

Kraft Jet Puffed

rooz. 3/1®

MARSHMALLOWS
Kraft 32 Oz

Stokley

CATSUP-

32 oz

Boma Strawberry 32 Or.

PRESERVES
Texsun Pink Unsweetened

,

FRUIT JUICE

46 or.

69'
99'
59'

Hyde Park

POPCORN

29'

MIRACLE WHIP
Ilk

Boma Grape

Jan'

32 or.

Lipton 3o.

16 oz.

Hyde Park
21b.

49'

I it can

$339

Bakers Angel Flake
•

12 or.

-

-99

Phifadelphia Cream. -

CHEESE

8 oz

59'

Lb.

PEASY & CARROTS
Diamond English Vacuum Pock

Bakers Chocolate

- CHIPS

99C
85'

Stokle

Lipton r., POPCORN.
SOUP MIX uair.iiiia.4.0.41 37 WALNUTS
)lb

Best
Slab — —
SLiED
BACON

•

OCONUT ......
Duncan Hines 18'4 oz.

CAKE MIX

Hyde Pork

POPCORN.
Martha White Self Rising

FLOUR

5 lb
-

79'

Hyde Park

MILK

/40z

59C BROWN
yde Pork

&

SERVE ROLLS

3 doz

Florida

ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS CELERY
OPEN
WILL
BE
OWENS
SHOULDERS
BARBECUE
SUNDAY DEC- 14 8:00-6:00
PIT BAKED HAM OR
25th & 26th GRAPES ...
DEC.
TIES.
MON.
&
CLOSED
BARBECUED TURKEY!
BANANAS.
PARTY HAMS
POTATOES
16"
STEW MEAT
GEFRUhT89' PORK CUTLET
FRESH HENS
BBQ
ONIONS
$109
CHICKEN BREASTS
s16-18
SHOULDERS
APPLES
HAM
'239
MS

Ig 36 size

Red or White

lb

Golden Ripe

Oven Baked Fully Decorated

lb

$149

lb

Tenn. Pride Sweet

• U S. Choice Arm Cut Boneless

lb

Leon

mIss YOUR PAPER/
Sobserlboes who hove not
rosoivitri Molt bens. dolivisrod
CS py of Tlos Niswrity UN*.
'inos by 530 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. ow Sew,
days woo spited to mil 753.1116
botrsoon $:30 p.m. sod 6 p.m.,*
Iftoodsry ;ridgy, or 3:30 p.m.
ood 4 p.ss. Seteriloys, to Wow*
delverYUtlic_envoineurl.C.41.,

d•ii

or 4 p.ot. Sotordiya to

SWUM(

lb

Florida Pink

Grade'A'Fancy

lb

lb

•

48 size

Yellow

lb Limit 3

lb

lb
Emge Fully Cooked Dry Cured

Owens Famous Pit Baked

Wash. Fancy, Red or Gold Del

lb

'A or whets,

osssemetLtowiAnkindstarawsla — •••• -

%,E‘t•\Ibt._Vorir"

Ado st.%

100 siie lb

29'
59'
19'
29'
Inc
10'

tDGemS,Thoredey,Deeetnber 14, WS
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ELECTRONIC
presented a play to Carter
BOOK WEEK — A group of third and fourth graders
Sausage At The
Elementary School students during Children's lk)ok Week entitled -A
plated
Galloway
Mark
and
bookworm
the
End of the Nose." Marty Scarbrough played
was
The
play
books.
represented
members
cast
Other
books.
the boy- who didn't like
under
working
students
State
directed bv Betty,McGeehee and Patti McManus. Murray
are: from left, Brian
Barbara Priddy, Carter School librarian. The cast shown above
Mark Wallace, Mitzi
Scarbrough,
Marty
kendley,
Billy
Brun,
Ami
Parker,
krizan, Wendy
Galloway.
Mark
and
Outland
Boggess, Tammy-Wagner, Tracy Simpson Da
noesby Kayeirs

AM/FM STEREO/8-TRACK
RECORD/PLAY SYSTEM
Clarinette® -97 by Realistic s

ROSES

8-track recorder and
3-speed changer with
sapphire
diamond
stylus Receiver has
FM stereo indicator,
built-in antennas, ex- ternal antenna input.
- Give a gift of -rtiuSielUL Listed.-13-1197

Control Shopping Couto!.

Correction
MAN-SIZED

eclinq ers

AMIM CASSETTE STEREO

•

Reg.7995 Ea.
Genuine walnut veneer cabinet with molded
latticework grille adds an elegant -touch to any
decor 30-20,000 Hz frequency range 8" woofer -,wide-range 3" tweeter with adjustable treble
resprse lets you C-U-Sterft tune re-suir--your_lis,.±7
tening room's acoustics. 40-4019.

Clarinette-98 by Realistic

FOR COMFORT PLUS
QUALITY STYLING

•

Novas -6 by Realistic

• Hinged Dust Cover
• VU Meters/Recording
Level Controls
• 22" High Speakers

Same as Clarinette 97 but with cassette in stead of 8-track 13-1198

, SAVE ON A
COMPLETE
AUDIO SYSTEM

$1000,

by Realistic

5.00
Reg.$6!
111111111111111111111111111C%111Krn()a~IIIIINVAINlintatst-wor Auboameat< mac

Off

1

Gall

1 OK

CHRISTMAS TREES
Now On Sale Behind

Scott's Drugs
Street

SAVE
6095

Chestnut

Flocked
Trees Our
Specialty

Never travel, alone' With instant rnergency Ch.9 priority
switch, help is near Police, citizens groups, service stations
monitor Ch 9 and are ready to aid' Includes RF gain control.
ANL. 21-1534

Fine Selection of
Green Trees Also

Sof
Front

95

`S.

Man Colors

Reg.
39"

ed fIoc4ing.4vailabIe

Reg.
3,,sts

25%

1 or 2 can play_hockey, -tennis, sclupsh,
practice, target or skeet With master and
remote controls, photoelectric pistol
Game-Sounds digital-scoring 10:3061

Hurry While Supplies Last

TREES
CHRISTMAS
Scott's Drugs Chestnut

• Ready to Plug into Phone Jacks
• Registered/Legal per FCC Rules

Behind

1111X

• STA-52B APA/FPA Stereo Receiver
16 Watts per channel, minimum
RIAS at 8 ohms from 20-20/000
Hz, with no more than 0.8%
total harmonic distortion
• Two Nova-6 Speakers
• LAB-53 Changer with
Base. Dust Cover. Diamond
Nag Cartridge

UNIQUE IDEA— GIVE A PHONE

I
i

fillitx MSC MIX Alec)411C‘

'
CUT 11094

4118< >3.84

Everyone can use an extra phone! This' factory-fresh,
rotary dial has bell ringer with volume control. It's as
rale.company
durable and reliable as any from the
With 4' coiled handset cord, 7' base cord, modular plug
White 43-301 Beige 43-302
may be subiect 10 standua hne 04,9(.5
c“su.,nef ownecl

4-IN-1 HOME TV GAME

TV Scoreboard by Radio Shack
Play hockey, tennis, squash, practice. Inc master, remote units For
1-2 players Req batts 60-3060 .

e
.otOggr
::iii;Te"4 f•
•
i14;;.
of• trittIP00
4-•46•401bso.s..,
6,...to'oevetrtetie„
1•1001.4•••0 e•t§tabatelattlf,
--%.
** Itaie it
..••)1 ,p.'
*Ii.".."".
‘:metblet-•eigipt.a
-,•
..11
,I,,
91141019,1..,,
• •sra,,
••
14119Illaisill..r.'",y,e.rt - it; •,..
V
'•
..."*..cv,7,,
'IA1019'91 ir ;.0*#
.. '
v•eittait rilli'

Z.

RECORDER
PORTABLE CASSETTE
CTR-42 by Realistic

INDOOR/OUTDOOR THERMOMETER
by Micronta'

.
7 ,..:",
411006••• ,

Reg. 29"

front
Portable recorder with AutoStop. Auto-Level more UL
Listed Req batts 14-842

• When you realize what It's worth,
there's no place like home.
Your home's worth money to
you. Big money. And you can get it
without selling, because you
have equity.

As your
property value increases,
so does your equity -

WALKIE-TALKIE FUN
Archer Space Pat ol'

There's no place like home
And there's no place like our place - to get your large loan.
Just give'usa call. Today.
Al...,....
•many gre

bknora.
P•,•moot

Wear
To Poy

Teta oi
P•Tgomis

of hearing, '1_1-1dre's nothing
Tired of.
to dol" Give 'ern' one of these —
.they'll stay busy for howsl Up to
'A -mile-range, aide -key, morse
code guide on front Req 9V battery
60-4001
• No FCC iiettnso-R-orafort

A pa•

48 $3.612.16 17 80%
48 $4,206 24 17 69%
60 $542460 1* 80%
60 $619360 18.76%

11

16

If its big money you're after,
remember:

And the bigger your equity, the
82.500 8 73 17
more you can borrow fromus in a
$3 000 8 07 63
large Homeowner Loan.
With the cost of homes going
$3'00 $ 0041
up and up, chahces are your equity,
$4.000 $103.23
is a lot more than you realize. And
P.•••••••••0. N •
much
you're probably good for a
larger loan than you imagine.
In Bel-Air Center
Phone 753-5573
1.1••••••101111PCSVMMIISii•Hr ....4••••••••••••••••-••
•••••••?.•••••1•••••••••••••••••••••,••••••
•
•
,
- ..
.
".•,,,
-••

12V DC Adapter $6 95 14 844

An electronic gift that gives push-button inside or out2"scale reads -40° to
1
side temperature readings Big 4/
+120°F, 40° to +50°C With remote sensor Req 9V
-batt 63-651

WALKIE-TALKIE
POCKET SIZEPatrol
by Archor

1

• Invented
by Radio

azoi
KnSonw

l
?i
li vel
ii
'
tl

ml

the. weather before
going out1' Preset controls
Just once, tap Play -Bar for
instant 24-hr weather u
•ate. imuririd-rosewood
-Withbatt. 12-181
CHARGE IT

(MOST STORESI

60-4002.

.••••••••••••••••••••—.••
•• r
r

•

Li

'

Micro Space

Mini version of walkie-talkie above with
mot's. code key and gibde Reo 9V ban

SMART SANTAS SHOP THE SHACK

• Hidden Vol.
unto/Tuning
Controls
.

MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS •TICCHRIS rmAs,

Most stems
also avatrable at
Radio Shack
Dealers
Leda fef
" VOX

nacho
Meek
.0EA LPFI

,nalabbnit.owt
PRICES MO VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

Rell••••

r•rt"...
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Attic Sale???

Garage Sale??

Yard-Sa e??

0

IN,

It's Market 414's

.

IS

•

FRONT PORCH SALE
We are building a new front porch on our store
We muititaire-ifitile

-

NOW--you can take adVantage at Christiiiiis

_of_au,r-Front-Po-reh-Sal-e—Cemein-and-save-i-s-a-Ve --save
s happening at Market 414 Furniture
'
and see what
'

Sale Starts Friday,December 1-5th - 9 a.m. til 8 p.m.
And Sunday 1 HI 5 p.m. until Christmas!
- Oil On Caanvas
Watch Out For The Scaffolding. __Paintings
Lookout For The Carpenters,
And The Painters And Dust
Price

La-Z-Boy

Lane Action

-charrit
$139°1- $15
i

Wood Trim-Herculon Cover

$CA111111
Front Porch Sale Irmni

Front Porch Sale

Sofa-Lore Seat-Chair
Herculon Fabric

Front Porch Speci!279

$23900
Front Porch Sale

, La*
Cedar Chests
With Racks-$250 Guarantee
Against Moths -3 to sell

$.900 ,

Front Porch Sale

gip

.$6
iteognt
$62500 Fr
Frontforch Sale
P9o9rch Sale

Roo

Front Porch Price

lir -

.

La-Z-Boy

Love Seat
Recliners
$38800

or

Oval Or Square
Regular Price $45.00

Front Porch Sale nr

Front Porch Sale

00

each piece

Office
Furniture
Living Room Group
File Cabinets,
3 Piece Vinyl

Ow* trols
r for
uprood

Sofa-Love Seat-Chair
,
Reg.$399

Desks, Chairs

'288'

mARK

Front Porch Salo

i.

/0

Discount

Front P
Porch Sale$

5

9

_Peasant
Boy And Oki

1205

Area Rugs

Carpet

$5900

$8§00

4

00

,

'-

Book Cases
3 Shelf-2 Doors '
Reg.$129.00 $6900
0 off Front Porch Sale

Front Porch Sale

-

Select Group
Hanging

511%

Berkline

Lamps

Rocker-Recliners

1-Ra95

off
I

up

.
,
"PIP—

URNI UR

'u.4..
— Paris
Nit
ie1,
-- '
Ty
eildinOFWiri
iid'-ii
---- 4140urnitie
Market
--1

Back In Stock
Best Buy Ever

Lamps

Front Porch Sala

. 1

Paul Bunyan
Bedroom Suites

Special Group

.

Stain
_J413_429-96

Front Porch $2400
Special
each

•

Bassett Mirrors

$a

9x12

Only A Few Left
You Won't Believe It
Unless You See It

Hotel-Motel
Extra Long Mattress
Regular Size Box Springs

10 To Sell

9901

Garbage
Cans

18800

Bar Stools

Front Porch Sale$1

$98800
ROO
Front Porch Sale III
V
Fancy

Front Porch Sale
' lir

Front Porch
Sale

to

Glass Top Round Table
4 Chairs, Cloth Covered

Full Glass Front-Lighted Shelves
Reg.$449.

O.

White-Triple Dresser, Chest,
- Queen Head Boarcf.
&
Reg.

1800 $45oo

$

00

Dinneffe Set

8 To Sell
Reg.$39.00

Bedroom Suite

Regular-king-Queen
- 86M ---7----7-7-1— mitt Perch4

China Hutch

2 To Sell

Bassett 3 Rice

- Head Boards

Dining Room Suite

Pole Lamps

$

Front Porch Sale

Rachlim

Rig.$899. ,
Sc
Front Porch Sale V

175
$00

Front Porch Sale 88

Keller Solid Maple

Baby Beds
-

Seat
and 2-Ottontans

6 Piece Solid Oak Danish
Oval Table-4 Cushion
Chairs - China Hutch ,

. ...

$00
4

TripLe Dressecr54)pawer
Chest-Queen Bed

1

3 Piece Cotton Velvet

Herculon Fabric
2To Sell

Bassett 3.Piece

- Hutchlterror,Pr,Queur - -R4-= s
Size Bed - Reg.$899.00

---

Front Porch

Recliners

BedrOom Suite. Bedroom Suite

' Mantll
e Cocks
Solid oak

1

,,

Sal!e°

Front Porch Sale

Front Porch $49900
Price

Bassett 3 Piece Birch

Carter Nouse

$18800.

Joe.

00

Lawson And Contemporary
Herculon Fabric
g.
Re$599

Herculon Cover--2-enly
Compare At $239.00

Sloppy
8 Pieces-Pine
Herculon & Vinyl

Wood Trim-Herculon Cover
.

$19900

Front Porch Sale

.

Front Porch Sale

Sofa and chair

--Living Room Suite

Sofa Sleeper

$34800

--smil

Earl/ American/ Piece.

•

. 3 Piece Tuxedo Suite

Reg.8799

Maker 2 Piece

Queen Size

Sofa & Chair
Herculon Cover
Reg.$549.00

•
ving
Room-Suite

Price

- Our Regu ar Low Prices

Kroehler 2 Piece
Early American Colonial

Kroehler 2 Piece
Early Amerian

Reg.$899

1/2

11/2

Np

3 Piece Berkline

&LOIleSfai

1WW010-112110

Reg. S19.00to $60.00

20% To 60% Savings
Rocker-Chair

Ottomans

•
Master
Charge
I
lank

Tenn. 'Phil-1w 6424M

1

•.

P61117 11
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EAST NORTH. and SOLAHWEST Calloway Elementary Schools
participated RI the
Arthritis Read-A-Thon held to raise funds for the Kentucky Chapter
of the Arthritis
Foundation. About $iO0 was raised by the elementary students as they asked
persons
to sponsor them in the books they read. Ws_ Billy P?ool
was the coordinator for the
Read-A-Thon and she and her husband furnished the trophies for the winners
in each
room and a poinsettia to Mrs. Eva Mi- Derrnott, teacher of Renee Taylor.
grand prire
winner of a bicycle, presented in an award ceremony at Southwest School
where
Renee is a seventh grade student

Carroll Requests
Legislators!Return

King Tut Epidemic Spreads

Boy King Captures 6 Million Souls

WARM

WASH

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)Gov..Julian Carroll has asked
legislators to return for a
special session Jan.8, which is
one day before a scheduled
special election in the 12th
state Senatorial District at.
Lexington.
Democrats have
The
nominated George Mills of
Lexington
and
the
Republicans are reported
leaning toward Rep. Jack
Trevey of Lexington.
If Trevey enters the race,
and resigns his House seat
before the special session,
Fayette Countians won't have
any representation in either
the 78th district of the House
or, the 12th district in the
Senate._
And if Trevey enters and
wins the Senate race without
resigning, his House seat will
filled Jan.8, but empty Jan.9. But both slots are likely to
be filled within the first week
of the session.

New York City newspaper this.
By JANE SEE WHITE
Exfabit
. report than that, says Hoving: "The
advertisement were. offered
Astiociated Press Writer
.that more than
percent of young
NEW YORK 1AP) - the tickets.
boy has a magical
those who've seen the Tut
hruce Ratner, the city's
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NAMED AS SOUTHWEST winners in the Arthritis Read-A-Thon were, front
row, Liz
Marquardt, fourth grade, Renee Taylor, seventh'grade .and county overall
winner,
11e.ia Ca.ay fourth grade Sherri Lamb fifth grade. back rovs. Mrs. Billy
FrPool. ReadThin
adiiial or Mark P1'001 fifth grade Kenneth Futrell :Ind
Rodnev LaVsrente.
eighth grade. Tina Heery, sixth grade, and Rita Mclucas, Associate Evecartive
Director
of the Kentucky Chapter of The Arthritis Foundation.

Simpid4 Chria-Molping _

GIFT BOXES

I
WINNERS FROM EAST
mentary -School in the Arthritis Read-A-Thon were, left to
right, Toni Sanders, seventh grade. Lisa Myers, third grade. Nile French, sixth grade,
Karen Oates, first grade, Tommy Thomas, second grade, Angie Roseberry, fourth
rade. and Jackie Hutchin s. fifth grade.
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Ashland ou I
Americo Works,
Banalima--- - - ----

NORTH ELEMENTARY winners in the Arthritis Read-A-Thon were, left to right, front
centee-Marcia Ford-, Middle row, Mark Thorn, Kim Goetz, Lisa Robinson, Angie Hoke,
back row, Lori Burkeen, Tina Baker, lohnna Jones, Rhonda Watkins, Teresa Cavitt, and J.
W.Jones sponsor. Not pictured is Angela Road.
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...THE NEWSIN
WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON (AP) President
Carter
says
predictions of a recession next
year could "become a selffulfilling prophecy" if people
begin to believe them, even
though the economy is
Alanically sound.
Meanwhile, a key member

of Congress said today the
dollar is failing in its role as
the world's key currency and
should be supplemented with
other international money
before the world economic
system collapses.
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Guyana Witness Points

buyers on a graduated interest mustered only 1
rate that will let them make Wednesday,
vve,,
lower mortage payments for
he needed, favoring of tus
the first few years they are lastditch plan to increase
buying a house. The Federal payroll taxes
and bring in an
Home Loan Bank Board was immediate
$38 million in
voting today on a regulation revenue.
authorizing the nation's 2,000
----federally chartered savings
NEW YORK (AP) and loans to offer the
graduated plan on con- Fingerprint experts swarmed
over a black getaway van
ventional loans.
today looking for clues that
would help them crack what
NATIONAL
the FBI says is the biggest
CLEVELAND (AP)
Cleveland's mayor and city cash heist in U.S. history.
council remain sharply Police- said the van, found
divided over how to raise cash Wednesday night on a
-for - their._troubled city, with Brooklyn street, was used by
default on $15.5 million in five masked gunmen to flee
Lufthansa German
loans only one day away. the
Mayor Dennis Kucinich Airlines cargo hangar at
'Kennedy Airport Monday with
more than $5 Million in U.S.
currency plus a huge haul of
foreign currency and jewels.
T it
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Finger At Cultist
In Defectors' Deaths
By LEW WHEATON
Associated Press Writer

GEORGETOWN, Guyana
A witness at a
preliminary hearing accused
Jonestown cultist Larry
Layton of wounding two
defectors escaping with Rep.
Leo Ryan, but the witness
couldn't say who shot Ryan
and four others who died with
him.
The California Democrat
and the others were shot to
death Nov. 18 outside their plane at a jungle airstrip not
far from the Rev. Jim Jones'
Peoples Temple colony, where
more than 900 died in a
murder-suicide ritual shortly
after the airstrip killings.
Dale Parks, 27, one of the
Peoples Temple defectors who
(AP) -

was in a second plane with

Layton, testified Wednesday
that when firing started on the
airstrip, he saw Layton, a 32year-old San Franciscan, pull
out a pistol and start shooting.

Parks said he saw Layton
wound defectors Monica
Bagby and Vern Gosley and
then point the gun at Parks
himself, Put it misfired, and
Parks grabbed it.
Those aboard the smaller
WASHINGTON
plane ran for the bush, Parks
Many :federal savings and
BLUE-GRAY AFFAIR — Ed Graves, TVA historical interpreter, and Gladstone Major 91.:
said, while gunfire continued
loans are preparing to offer
Christian County Historical Society discuss the finer points of Fort Donelsorfcluring
the
?It the larger plane at the other
conventional loans to home
the Blue-Gray Affair,a weekend devoted to the study of the Civil War in western Kenend of,the runway. He said he
tucky and Tennessee. The activity was sponsored by the Kentucky Historical Society,
did-net4ee- 19130- Wag doing the _
Lake Barkley State Resort Park, and Land Between The Likes, TVA's 170,000-acre
shooting, bta he said he saw a
public demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
tractor and trailer with
Peoples Temple security men
(TVA Photo by Steve Tully)
aboard pull onto the airstrip
INTERNATIONAL
just before the gunfire broke
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COUNT THEM
'11) OPEN AN
iN ASSETS
Strasburger be sentenced to
ACC.Oo
?
one year in jail without a fine.
"This is unbelievable," said
Strasburger, who sat shaking
his head and nearly broke
down beside defense attorney
1,)
Mike Moloney Upon hearing
(
the verdict
The
defendant's
wife, Judy,
4k
IL
broke into sobs behind the
,411
&dense table.
- -.Strasburger on Tuesday
Ur/00k D.
'
12-14
admitted to "peeking" into
NE PNANTOIL _
s
windows at the time he was
7
arrested July 14, but denied he
1
ever broke into an apartment.
IS THAT )0U
Moloney, in his closing
argument, contended that
Metro Police, baffled by the
bizarre break-ins, decided to
*tang it all" on Strasburger
"after he admitted that he was
•indowpeeping."
gr
.
_
.
?vpref
:. _
ieo f
Pop
^.1iCrTIOING
-VF• • V
atm :50 a.m. and 4,0m -re-dined" " AMWAY TO it! vEV - Street sign nevi 'to the 30W-act*
Cervitglerv in Salt

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Carroll May Appeal For More
ime For Strip Mine Rules

Workshop In Gas
Distribution, Service
Set For Jan. 1142—

alibi"

la

oaf
igo

±:- l4, 1171

•a
NUU
aa

a

III

Sentencing-Set For
Former _Frankfort High
School Basketball Coach

Town Has Street Mixpp

OF

ow*anvii6
I
*is

IF
,

1

-

4t*
*c
all*
diarcifillkA

vailt.,1.
rierceAtt.

-

tiithe-eptrvrocintbrAficeincr1--4-o4r-Citriverinti,
f.;i171:74 heaviqr4
Foreman Dale Bastin said

AVAtiBt
.IN THE PAPR
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
2

NOTICE

2. NOTICE

CLASSIFIED
ADS ioói

GLASS WORK Auto glass,
custom made picture frames
and mirrors Storm windows
and doors repaired Glass
table tops and shelves
Shower doors and patio
doors Store front work and
Plessglass and window glass
replaced M & G GLASS. 816
Coldwater
53 0180,

Phone Numbers
For The
[edger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

SALE STARTING Friday,
December 8 Big discount
sale, furniture, dining room
suites, bedroom suites, living
roisterer-I-lei, recline's. coffee
and end tables, tamps of all
Used t.v , colored..
kinds
wood heaters. new and much
Discount
Perry's
more
Highway 94, Lynnville, KY
3812194.
CARPET CLEANING, free
satisfied
estimates.
relrences Vibra"Vac steam
or dry cleaning Free scotch
qaurd 753 52_27

Check
Your

James E. Travis
412711Auctioneler

Featuring

la it Spe ialty At

KENTUCKY
JONES

Starks Remitter,
12th &PopiAr
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

Friday 1 Saturday
Dec. 151 15th
Highway 79F
Paris, Tennessee

Fit
•

Ambulate
Nelpial
Eaufallci
home
Sickly
Comprebeare
Cart
him§ Carel . .
SOW Citizen . .
Nada

753-1441
753-1621
753-6952
.753-9332
753759-4111
753-6621
153-7588
753-0929
753-NEED
--7788

. 153-5362
189-2411
Pares AnorryfROUS. 75
759-4875 or 753-9261 -

hng.
Aiert

YOUR NEED is oor conaIrrt
NEEDLINE.75:16333 •
S. LOST & FOUND
LOST: BLACK and white
puppy.
hound
Walker
Reward offered 436 5650
LOST. LEFT home near
Cemeter*,
Asbury
December 10, black and
white female border Collie.
Phone 489-2659. ft eward.
LIBERAL REWARD: Lost
female Norwegian Elkhound
Puppy. 6 months old. Looks
similar to German Shepherd
only smaller, with gray and
)lack coloration and curled
tail. Disappeared Sunday
Dec. 10 from North 8th St
area Was wearing thin black
leather collar. If found call
8 anytime
e6d.
753-19,XL_Qtql3t3
No qution
es
WHITE GERMAN Shepheid
p, 12 weeks old Lost in and
ar'bund West Wood sub
-atterl_LL:im at
division.
753=0245.
6. HELP WANTED,
WANTED,
W
immediately. Work at home..
necessary..
no experience
Write
excellent
pay.
American Service, 8350 Park
Lane. Suite 12/ Dafra5 -TX75231.
14E-L-P WANTED. Hickory
Hut Barbecue, opening soon.
Needs 2 mature men to
barbecue. Apply Monday
through Friday. 8 to 5 pm, at
Throughbred
old
--the
buildirmr1Ofich_estnut.
HELP WANTEb
week and more possibig
working at home part-time
through mailing circulars.
Send self addressed stamped
envelope to Atco Publishing,
sow: S Main, Houston, TX
77025.

CAPITAL
VENTURE
needed for high potential
retail outlet in Murray. Local
corporation. Minimum of
$6000 required. Conservative
projected gross of $120,000
first year. All inquiries
confidential. Send replies to
P.O. Box 32 R, Murray, KY.
12. INSURANCE

FOR SALE • 1973 Ford F 750
2 ton grain truck New mid•
west bed, good shape. Call
4892706.
FOR SALE: Red belly Ford
tractor and equipment. Also
2 wheel trailer axle. 753-8649.
SPRAY RIG, 300 gallon, 10
row loom, flotation tires.
5.500 Call 753 2433 after 5 pm
20. SPORTS EQUIP.

'That's right! I got my new
or financed from the same
place I got rrry Shieid..."

MOPEDS
BATAV US
Christmas special, $399.50.
Murray
accessories.
$25, free
Sport & Marine, 718 S 4th St.,
753 7400.
TEN SPEED boys bicycle,
S.50 753 4144 Call after 6 pm
22. MUSICAL

"MFA Insurance!"
141.A us...
leiOm
75341•1

us I.

We ere now writing inswarice
on mobile homes, with 3 different companies. For hest
rates confect Wilson In•
WINK! iitTlal Teets, 307
N 120h - 753-3263.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos. Lonaido
Piano Co., acro.4 from Post
Office, Paris, TN.
BALDWIN GRAND Piano,
6'3", mahooany, excellent
candition, 45500. Call 753FOR SALE: Conn trumpet
and case. Excellent con
dition. Would make nice
_Christmas present. Priced
low. 753-0IW
23. EXTERMINATING

M.BUS. RENTALS
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753 3018
after 5 pm.
31. WANT TO RENT
HELP! MATURE couple
needs . to rent a house or
trailer, preferably in the
country. Willing to do
repairs. Have excellent
refrences. Call 759-1975.
32. APTS.FOR RENT
FOR RENT: FurniShed
apartment. Inquire at 100 S
13th St.
MOM
NO 6111111W 2 beireieni
eperiewee ad 5 bedroom fur-

nished blew awe ft cew
pits, for Oleg. yids. Call
753.5865 days or 753.5108 of•

SOCIAL
CONCERNS
COMMITTEE

cilaysinius

THE LEDGER
& TIMES

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO '
*Weddings.

Wall
Accessories

'Ledger & Times

elitto,i7S339

L
v.,

34. HOUSES FOR RENT'
FORRENT: 2 bedroOrn
house in city limits, deposit
and refrences required. Call
,
753 9924 after 3:30 pm.
36 RENT OR LEASE

AMMO

Mini

With The Friendly Touch"

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

FISHERMAN'S RETREAT-CENTER RIDGE SUB.-This Cozy
Cottage on large
wooded lot, not far
from water. Some furniture remains with
property Only $7,900.
Hurry! Boyd Majors,
105 N.12th.

darriir

I

WOW
VALUE
autumn
Scenic
cozy, co
dm., 2
Lakesho
Bluff St
for re
week-et
Priced
Boyd M
12th.

ask rur George.,

Kelley's Termite
& Pest control

1

WILSON

1

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

AUCTION

I

Thursday, Dec. 14, 1978
1:30 P.M.
Rain or Shine

Hodge Sr Son,

186

186

Wiggins'

Miierray

Nimomi
412d

FOR SAL
owner. 2
located
Includes
central
fireplace,
car garag
and much
to
seen
$14,900. Os
,Shown by
Call 753-071
117

IIIREIEnne

1

A

'BOY
.
REA
7

Prutesi
With The

WE NE
TO SEL.1
thinkinE
why not
that sp
i
se
O R
ESTATE
753-808(
Majors,
AINIII11111111

mismoms

640.07.04.4.c3AAN
1 0.1
.
6

Free Gift

What s the difference between a buss
ness that advertises in the newspaper
and one that doesn't? The answer's
easy
SALES' You can expect to get
more of them_ because when you place
an ad with us (at a lower cost than any
other ad medium) you'll get to shout
your meiniagie to our entire circulation!
Make your move to Newspapers nowt

rINISH T
Bring your
maginatio
at this 2
located on
pine ireeconomic
_saving hei
young cou
753Call
REA
JOBS
.

'41. PUBLIC SALES
COLLECTION OF Antiques;
30 clocks, watches, chairs,
hanging brass lamps, dishes,
color r.v, 12" black 8. white
FURNISHED
SEMI
t.v , books, bed, dresser,
near
APARTMENT,
chest, chairs, desk, adding
University. Phone 753 7618
machine, clarinet, lots of
after 5 pm.
clothes, shoes, purses.
Saturday, December 16, 9 to
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
3.
ROOM FOR RENT, 2 blocks
frOm University, with living '43. REAL ESTATE
room,. kitchen, washer and
dryer. All utilities included.
565. Call 436-2411.
ROOM FOR rent. One block
for Murray State University.
. 759-4952 or 753-9616 and
Ca,

REAL ESTATE & FARM EQUIPMENT

Ledger & Times
MOVES
liCIRCHANDISS

43. REAL I

BASKETS

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

Miierray

41

ter 7:00 .w.

30% f,40%
CRASS
FURNITURE

LIST YOU

30. PETS-SUPPLIES.
CHRISTMAS PUPPIES. 1st
generation, Gordon Setters,
male- or female, born
share of
October 2.5. cost
expenses 489-2323.
Minaturt
SALE.
FOR
great
A
Schnauzer
had all
have
gift,
Christmas
shots. Ready to go. Call
weekdays after 5 pm, 8864165.
FOR SALE: 4. blooded
American HuSkie puppies.
Call 753 4390 after 5:30pm.
TREEING
REGISTERED
Walker hound puppies, 12
weeks old,436-5450.
WANTED: REGISTERED
yellow Labador Retreiver for
stud service. Call 753 3406.
39. POULTRY-SUPP.
FOR SALE: 50 red .11el5
$1.50 each. Call 751,5897-

MURDER
14. WANT TO BUY
WANT .70 131JY good used
moble homes. Call 502-527
FOR WATKINS Products,
1362.
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
13th., phone 753 3128.
_BOOS BUTCHER block
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
GOO IS LOVE: If you would
SOLTD-Ttard rack maple'
-SLAUGHTER, corn-fed
R
•F-b
like to know anything about
Expertly crafted, square or
-sows, 500 lbs and up, also
the Bible, call 759 4600. 24
round to choose from.
24.
MISCELLANEOUS
smaller hogs. 753-9390.
hour phone; not a tape Bible
Delightful to use made of
A LITTLE PUDGY - over• 38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
Facts.
Northern hard rock maple
weight downright fat, you AK-C GERMAN SHEPHERD
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
S219. J. Logan's, 505 S 6th St.,
have tried everything? You
pups, 4 weeks old. Great
help you. Call Bible Facts,
Mayfield, KY Phone 247
have not tried behavorial
1,61 ACRES ON S 12th St., Christmas gifts and, good
759-4600.
5648.
modification! A new
very valuable location zoned
for the home.
protection
expertly
CLOTHES,
DOLL
proach! For information call
B Y 285 foot of highway
Choose yours now and $10
made, accessories, kits and
759-4536.
Murray Need Start ,s now ac•
will hold till Christmas 753: frontage Buy now ICU:ft:duo,
patterns to held you dress a
4111111111111EL_
4set_SOist
ANTIQUE NATIONAL four 0115.
- cepting applications for the
-doll for Christmas. Noreen's
- -Reamws7759
drawer cash regis-ter.
AKC
COCKER
Spaniels,
following position
Dolls S. Crafts, South on U.S.
brass on oak stand. $500. Call black male, 2 years, $50.
641. 492 8611. ,
436-5412.
Blonde female, 1 year, 5.40.
HONE VISITOR
FOR SALE: Used Singer
Would you like to sponCOME SEE THE Country AKC Beagles, male 7 years,
all
zig-zag,
sewing..machines,
sor a Christmas
If yeti ere interested,
Ham Christmas Tree, Gibson female 1 year, $10 each. -492regular attahments, sews
Ham Co, 107 N. 3rd Street, 8861.
please oldie application at
basket for a needy
perfect, fully guaranteed,
Mufray,-.KY.
HS
Building,
office
AKC TOY Poodle puppies,, .
the heard
full cash price, $39.50. Call
family? If so, please
_
CAR BATTERIES 24 month will hold for Christmas. 436-writ,-Pwilar-.- Aptpli4wiwis _sit -A4ar_tha Hopper.354.-6.52L___
call 753-3812 or 73teed,
n
a
goal
$,22.88736--mon-fh
2711.
p.m._
4
not he accepted after
FOR SALE: New stereo
•Portraits
6460.
guaranteed, 80 amp, $26.99 BOARDING
Christmas
THE
FOR
-stand,$15. 753-6057
Monday, December -Tia-----.
and 60 month • gauranteed, Holidays. Reasonable rates
Charities Coordinating
FOR SALE: Handmade
Merrily Need Stsit is ea Lewd
Hardware, and 21 hour supervision.
$34.99. Wallin
Program for Murray
quilts.- 753-7987.
Opportettity Itinploy et
Paris,In..
17 ewe motel I Purl, TN. OfSchnauzer
and
Poodle
and Calloway County.
300 GALLON HEAVY duty
JEWELRY, grooming. 7 miles west of
PRE OWNED
nes and hies quarters I
fuel tank on skids with pump.
diamonds and miscellaneous Murray. Hiddefl Valley
separate Wane tieed InAlso 9 inch Zenith portable B
jewelry. Rogers Jewelry, Kennels, 435-4481."
come neteetioll. Excellent
* HELP WANTED Body shop & W t.v. Excellent condition.
North Court Square, 145-10tc,
Niceties. avoid ceesaler
•
foreman and one body man, 753-4736.
Paris, TN.
opening new shoji Parson's HALF PRICE SALE, Club
trek for property w beams
SALE SKILL ROUTER, V,
SfiliSIORT
KY.
Selection
Mayfield,
ir
Chevrolet
Very Large
Aluminum, I, 1½, 2, end 3qt.
hp. Model 548, 529.99. Wallin.
SEASONS
Experienced only. Apply in covered saucepans, 10 inch
PARK
- Rayne Elleen 753-30116
Prints 8 Paintings
Hardware in Paris. TN.
• person, Parson's Chevrolet. • Covered skillet, 41
GREETINGS
2 qt.
/
Tom Nowise 75341/4-MondaybT
W109100984
SALE: SKILL SAWS, model
Reduced
in
Partn4
WANTED:
of
choice
oven,
dutch
HELP
covered
AMY(IS
Pk*Mord 753-31143
.4p.Oil 759-4140
538, 1.5 hp, 714 inch 'blade;
recreation business. Good colors. Wallin Hardware In
$29.99, mOdel 574,- 1 34 hp, 714
ilnivegb hinny,9 till S.
Aka Illeteed 733-1575
POST NO, 45
income, small investment. Paris, TN.'
inch blade, 534.99, model 559
11*940
75,42413
- Call 753-5074.Give name, HELMETS, GLOVES;
All members are inball bearieg, 2 hp, 714 inch
address and phone number
for
all
,
goggles,
ierseys,
Herblade,
Wallin
5.49.99.
vited to trim the tree
im• Christmas ray away-now- at-- ware,-Paris, TN.
POSITIONS OPEN
and deck the hall with
Experience Town and Country Yamaha.
mediately
Downtown Murray
STOREWIDE SALE: 30 to billing, 753 8078.
in
holly. Covered Dish;
necessary
209 Walnut Street
•
50. saving. D's Shirts and .
.4,1
-account
coltections,-7:00 P.m. Wednesday
CCiM-' Things, Hwy 68, Aurora, KY, •
PACEMAKER
NOUNSOFFICE
ClosedAlID4Wtd.
NEW
receivable, filing insurance PRESSOR with new 2 hp 474 8890. Kids long sleeved
December,1978
forms Medical terminology motor, 753-4478 before 5:30
to
5.2.65
for
trimmed
shirts
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00'
WE NOW HAVE THE Love desirable. 759-1550. ••
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
pm
S5.37. Pile and flannel lined
Studio negatives. If you had
NICE SHAVE $1.75
PWICI HAIR CUT 51.50
supervisor. SALE - CORELLE
SHIFT
SECOND
regular
Our
off.
30.
jackets
ex
• pictures made .at Love's
Hours 4 pm to 1 am. pressions dinnerware, 20 pc
For hospital & house calls please call 753-3685 one
blend t shirts now $2.80
:during the past 25 years, we
experience set, Wild Flower, Meadow,
Supervisory
Men's knit long sleeved
MIRROR SALE. Frame can supply you with reprints.
day in advance. •
. Pension- Indian Summer, April, or
shirts 40. off. Jeans,' trim
mirrors, custom cut and Carter Photographic Studio, necessary.
other Blue
hospitalization
ladies
and
shirts'
sweat
med
Heather. Your choice
installed, any sue and shape, 753i8298. We copy and restore
benefits Mail resume, and 139.99. Wallin Hardware in
fashion tops 30. off. Entire
plus door mirrors, bevel edge old photographs.
salary requirement to M. Paris, TN.
sale rack 50 off. Lettering
or plain edge. Also sale on
PO Box
Co.,
and
Livingston
and decals 30. off. Open 10
display
items.
ware,
Merry
SALE
REVERE
1039, Paducah, KY 42001.
am 106 pm,daily.
Christmas to all, M & G
bottom, save 40
copper
Glass, Murray, KY, 753-0180.
26. TV-RADIO
percent on 1, 1 1.y, 2, and 3
For all your auction
quart sauce pans. Double
HELP WANTED
WANTED: .RESPONSIBLE
needs. Call Chester's
2
1
/
4
l'
boilers,
and 2 quart,
person to take up payment on
Waitress, apply in per8
qt.
oven,
stock
dutch
qt.
435
25 Inch color tv., under
Auction Service,
Jerry's
pot, 7,9, and 10 inch skillets.
at
for
son
Clayton's
warrenty.
4128, Lynn Grove, KY.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
merly J & 8 Music. 753.7575
Restaurant, S. 12th St.
We offer more for your
TWO
ANTIQUE
Mantles
27. MOB. HOME SALES
Opportunity
Equal
With •mirrows
Antique
money. Complete hon
1972 ATLANTIC MOBILE
All display ads,
Employer.
wooden ice box. 435-4433.
horne. 12-X60 with stove and
dling of merchandise,
classified-displays and
TWO STOVES, 1 gas, and 1
air,
refrigerator, central
advertising,
free
of
lots
8 miles East of Mayfield, Ky. at the farm of Clint and
wood: .Plot plate food- war13000. 492-8840
regular display, must
needed.
WORKER
SOCIAL
mer.,.
Call 759-1894.
100°,,
guaranteed
bedroom,
2
ELCONDA,
1969
Louise Smith on Miller Chapel Church Rd. Apbe submitted by 12
BSW required. AD geriateric 16.
HOME FURNISHINGS
12' X 60', furnished. Central
collection service.
facility. Skilled in (CF. Send
noon, the day before
proximately 1.2 miles off of 80 Highway, watch for aucheat and air, t. v. antenna and
resume to Administrator,
40 foot tower. Block bun
publication.
tion
arrows on 80 Highway.
Dawson Springs Health Care
Used Furniture
dation, all electric with new
Center, P.O. Box 338
All
reader
amp
200
range.
electric
Used Appliances
Dawson Springs, KY.42408.
classifieds must be
service. 55500. 437 4434.
WOMEN EARN extra in Used T.V.'s
1969 MARIOTT, 17 X. 52
submitted by 12 noon
come working in your home
mclbile home, 2 bedroom,
Inc.
Lots of fun. Two openings
the
day
before
furnished, central air, and
186 acres more orless(farm) with older house, tobacco barn,
before Christmas, several
from
$205
So.
5th
.publication.
under
pinned. David Boyd
after Call 7594878 for in
stock barn, 5/6 under good fence with treated and metal
'
7518780.
terveiw
posts, 50% ridge. 50% bottom ground ASC office shows apMOBILE HOME FOR SALE.
FIIR'SITURE
12 X 60 Atlantic, 2 BR, fur
proximately 165 acres of this farm tillable with 4ki acce dark
nished. Carpeted, central
fired base. 1 acre.air cured. 900 lb burley base.
NOW usillt air, economical gas heat,
This farm is in high state of cultivation, most ridge land is
DEC. 24t6
with awning " an*
deck
When you purchase any furstorage area, underpinning
sowed in wheat. All this farm has been limed this year
niture, bedding or floor
and anchors. Must be seen at
covering from us, we'll give
This farm will sell 20% d,own purchase price day of sale,
B 12 Fox Meadows to ap- '
you a gift certificate-of SA, of
cash balance with passing of deed within 30 days
prec late. S4800. Call 753-5163,
the total purchase to shop next
weekdays.
NOTE: You can see this farm any day before sale date by tendoor ICJ P Neftwitts'
This Is ow gift to you fron
3 MOBILE HOMES. 10' X 50',
tatting selling agent, 674-5523 or Clint Smith 345-2251.
tWo bedroom, an electric,
FARM EQUIPMENT
10' X 55', three
52000
bedroom, 8 foot extension in
Estimates.
2-4020 lD Diesel tractors,Aull power. one with turbo...chareer
living room, all electric,'
& blower. 5000 Ford tractor: 544 JO breaking plows, spring
-X JO', three
$2500
trip; 4-14 Ford breaking plows, spring trip, 12 ft 10 wheel
bedroom, newly', remodled,
ges, central air, 16500 437
type disc. Freeman front end loader, 1--3 prong sub-soiler,
2L/ miles north
•
9505.
.Goose neck trailer with ramps, 1973 Chevy tandem
of Murray.
X
60' 8'WO
1974 . 12'
truck with 20 ft grain bed
and horst, good tubber A good
trailer, all
BEDROOM
753-4566
electric, furnished, central
condition.
Over 20 years in
pinned and
aft, under
NOTE: These tractors and equipment are in good condition
Calloway County. Be
storage building. Located at
field
ready.
&
Trailer
Meadows
Fox
sure- and check
Court*, CAII 247-7386 after 4
mentioned.
erni1feor
g-eontthioernebdu
mssenioliinm
ROtehaso
Wiggins' Furniture fir
am.
interests.
the best buys
.
211. MOB.HOME RENTS
FOR RENT: Trailer, 12'X
•Furniture
Clint & Louise Smith,
65'. Call after 4 pm,753-6324.
•1,ane
Cedar
Ph. 345-2251
Mobile
home,
RENT:
FOR
Chests
10' X 42'. natutal gas heat,
Mayfield, Ky.
Route7,
.Reddhrt
near University. Available
December 20 Phone 753 3482
.and
Floor
or 753-3895.
Covering
FOR RENT: Mobile home,
10' X 42', natural gas heat,
near University. Available
December 20. Phone 793.3412
or 7531845
BEDROOM
mobile
TWO
tries. Ny 6/15573 6715659 - licensed m Ky 1 Tenn
2-4 miles north of
home. 759-4496, if no-answer
'Murray on 641 Call
callback from 4 to 5 pm
Col. Pail VIIIkersoe, Broker & Aut. 674-5521
753-4566 and ask for
NEATLIto a COOLING
ifeeiam4.
Vliherea4SeamearAtee-41-455111f
.
SALE AUTOMA TIC WOO "
'teeter? Delinto-c-diettlet, be iCk •
Dee Harris &ear.
.
./44126,64,12.4,Asutclawswarnass-zmumaum:=Ii
w
gratesr Complete.
blower,
$799.99
LIVERY
s
Wall."
El
Hardware in Peri*, TN.

p.

753-11218

ClASSIFIED AD{
Fill THE BILE

Fact
Free 6itt
WraPPiat

If You
Need Them:

or•
Ady•rtis•rs
requested to check the
GIVE A GIFT of love, a
first insertion of ads for
picture of family, parents, or
This
correction
grandparents. We can make
Christmas
beautiful
a
be
will
newspaper
old
an
from
present
only ono
for
respons,ble
a
Such
photograph
ALL PERSONS in
Incorrect insertion. ANY
memory will lastup keep of Almo Cemetery, c
for
theVeard,Ready
through
BE
SHOULD
ERROR
meet at Imes Grocery,
Saturday, December 16 at Christmas giving.
• TED
IM
2 30 pm Purpose to set up Kentucky's finest Copy and
SE
MEDIATEL Y •
regjo,tatian Carter's Studio.
ul unit
Murray, KY. 7518289
AD
YOUR
CHECK
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
'TiT- US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR

Every Friday Night,
641 Aachen Noose,
Paris, TV.
This week old china cabinet, round
dining table, 6 oak dining chairs, walnut
hall tree, marble top dresser, Victorian
couch and 2 chairs, nice tin door pie safe,
glaPiage-7.s. etr"
wrought iron yard set, brass, glass,
_
dishes, odds and ends.

AM VETS
POST No. 46

16. HOME FURNISHINGS
FOR SALE: Clonial arm
IMMEDIATE OPENING IN
chair, 150, brown couch, $40
Murray area. Age 21 or over;
Call 753-8692 after 5 pm.
no over
night
travel.
Excellent fringe benefits and 17. VACUUM CLEANERS
opportunity for promotion, ELECTROLUX Sales and
above average earnings, no Service in Paducah call 1experfence necessary. Cali 1 443 6.169 In Murray call Inny
247-6867,._Atayfield, Ky , 830 Montgomery 753 6760
am to'
4:00 pm, Mondey- 19. FARM EQUIP.
through Frala y.

It BUS.OPPORTUNITY

It'* A

SEASONS GREETINGS and
Thank you for your business
the
year
during
past
Arrowhead Camper Sales.
_
Highway 80E. 247-8187

and
753Sports
Retail Display odverftring-W-J.919.
Classified Disp a
CirClassified,
culation and the
Business Office may
be reached on 7531914and754-1917

Auction ,Sale

2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

2.NOTICE

WIGGINS'
FURNITURE

Cut the cost of thou
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or Batts
Type I, Class A,
TVA approved insulation
.Free
Phone 753-6403 or 753-1791

Barry Rose
Insulation Co.

Plantin your yard after Christmas

owners

WIGGINS'

FURNITURE,

Col. Paul Wilkerson & Sons
Real Estate & Auction

03

!Mr616761$
better gm -di* tit

our sargy d

it cost It POT

'•-

Sat.,
late
Drive
St.

Wil
plianc
dryer
lamps
suite,
table
utensi
new
forn a
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PUT IT IN THE

PLIES.

PUPPIES, 1st
ordon Setters,
emale, born
share of
ost
2323.
Minature
great
A
t, have had all
to go. Call
er 5 pm, 886

43. REAL ESTATE

43. R E AL ESTATE
FOR SALE OF Rent by
owner 2 BF mobile home
located SE of Murray
Includes 90 X 230 ft. lot,
central
heat
and
air.
fireplace, paved driveway, 2
car garage, tool shed, patio
and much more Must be
seen to be appreciated,
$14,900. Owner will finance.
Shown by appointment only
Call 753.0716.
5.

FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
Bring your tool box and your
imagination and take a look
at this 2 bedroom home
located on 1 acre lot with tall
trees. Small
but
pine
economical with energy
Perfect for
avtng heat
.'young couple. See it today_
753.1492, LORETTA
Cell
JOBS REALTORS.

: 4. blooded
Jskie puppies
fter 5:30pm.
D --TREEING
d puppies, 12

-S650.
REGISTERED
)r Retreiver for

:all 753-3406.
'-SUPP.
50 red .hem
II 75.1.5897.

Waldrop Realty
In Business
Since 195G
753-5616

tet

ALES
Antiques;
etches, chairS,
s lamps, dishes,
black 8. white
bed, dresser,
, desk, adding
trinet, lots of
oes, purses.
cember 16, 9 to

9 OF

"
1 BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
PriitesseJnal SCr% I.et.
tt, The Friendly Toui ih

WHAT
A
WOW
VALUE! Enjoy lovely
autumn -weather &
Scenic view in this
cozy, convenient 2 Brdm., 2 bath home on
Lakeshore Dr. in Pine
Bluff Shores. Perfect
for retirement or
week-end
retreat.
Priced In Mid 20's.
Boyd Majors, 105 N.
12th.

FATE

-1AA1
ESTATE
,-8080

nwl-SeXees-windy Torch"

IT'S A LITTLE BIT of
country...5 acres fenced for
bedroom
horses barn. .3
brick with well equipped
built-in range,
kitchen
dishand
refrigerator
to
a
washer...Decorated
"T"...When would you like to
see it? LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS,753-1492.

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR

FOR SALE or Rent by, e
owner: 2 BR mobile home,
located SE of Murray.
Includes 90 X 230 ft. lot,
central
heat
and
air,
fireplace, paved driveway, 2
car garage, tool shed, patio
and much more. Must be..
seen
to be appreciated,
$14,900. Owner will finance.
Shown by appointment only.
Call 753-0716.

LAN'S FtETENTER RI-This Cozy
on large
pt, not far
r. Some furmains with
Only $7,900.
)yd Majors,

13. REAL g.STATE

Resits
753-1222

BE YOUR OWN
BOSS
Own your own StrideRite Shoe Store, the
number 1 children's
shoe in America. Inventory, equipment
and business name for
Established
sale.
clientelle and excellent location on
court
Murray's
square. Priced to sell.
Phone KOPPERUP
RFAI TV 753-1222 for all
your real estate needs.

foe. Level, slofing, wooded,
open, home, mobile or
duplex. You want it, we have
it. The NELSON SHROAT
CO., Realtors. 759-1707.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Southside Court Square

Murray, Kentucky

753-01011531531

South 12th at Sycamore

1707:

BOYD-MAJOR
REAL ESTATE

j

Protisoienal Services
With The Fnendly Teutt,

WE NEED HOMES
TO SELL!! If you are
thinking of selling,
why not call the firm
that specializes in
selling! BOYD-MAJO RS
REAL
ESTATE-Just Dial
753-8080 Nowl _Boyd
Majors, 105 N. 12th

est 75341116

tis 753-0974

.id 751-3043
4 753-1575

120i Street

lllDâ'
(7:30015:00
Itt SHAVE $1.75
53-3685 on*
"-

CALI, IT HOME
and call it handy
JeatitifuLlbedroorn.i_
-bath *Komi i
shaded lot in an exclusive . subdivision
bordering Oaks Coun'try Club. Economical
central gas heat and
central, electric air.
lAvë1y family morn
with fireplace, and 3
car garage. Priced•at
961,500. Phone KOPPFRI'D REA( TV. 7531222. We areurnernbers
of Multiple listing Service.
Anomeift
If you're
SMART START

AUCTION.
SALE
Sat., Dec. 16, 10 a.m., rain or shine, at the
late Comilus Erwin Home 1006 Fairlane
Drive, Murray, Ky. At the end of south 11th
St.

978

Will sell a 3 bedroom house of nice furniture, appliances, frost free refrigerator, stove, washer;and
dryer, chest type hon e- freezer, small appliances.
lamps, picture frarr es, bedroon suites, living roon
suite, odd chairs, color t.v. rockers, round it aple
'linens, dishes, cooking
table and chairs, quilts, and
tools, push mover. lilte
garden
and
shop
utensils,
new John Deer riding it over, lots n ore. For inforn ation call

n of Clint and
itch Rd. Apwatch foe auc-

Otto Chester's
Auction Service

PMENT

186

e, tobacco barn,
ated and metal
office shows apth 41/ acce dark
se.
ost ridge land is
this year
'ice day of sale
days

435-4128
Lynn Grove, Ky.
•

Ocher)

Ainley Auction &
Realty Sales
cot
Ittleitt AllillY

Auctioneer RealtorAppraiser
Ph .f 901479-298i 475-3713
,South Fulton Tenn.

y -_
K OPPERUD
Realty

753-1222
NEW LISTING
Choice 3 bedroom, 2
batli home that is
"neat as a pin" inside
and out. Excellent
well-built older home
that has been completely
redecorated
and
renovated.
Located in a quiet
residential
neighborhood,Priced to sell
fast at only $25,000.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for
courteous and corn
petent real estate service.
ONE KY LAKE- let, good
drives, good 75 foot well, 200
400t field, septic system,
electric pole, all presently in
_use. Ready to move in trailer
or build on, $3500. Nick, 436.
- 511-8: -

tAi

has

plenty

of

built in appliances_ Also
incledes attached garage,
patio and large covered front
porch. Homes contain 1456
and 1560 sq-ft and are priced
to sell. Call after 5 pm. 489
2387.

WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
Take a look at this 9 room, 2
bath brick located near
downtown area. Ideal for
or
office
professional
apartments. Zoned business_
Let us show you how your
money can work for you.
JOBS
LORETTA
REALTORS,753-1492

-

19-Y--01fittE ItTn i Le 2 bed,elnif,
large living room, dining
area, kitchen, bath, garagestorage. Call 753.2770.
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 6.9
acres, 2- bedroom frame
house, 1680 sq. ft. in house
with sun porch and 4 out
buildings. Located 3 miles
SW of Murray on Old_Murray
Paris Road. Call 753-1966
days or 753-3245 nights. •
1504 HERMITAGE PL. by
owner: 4 bedrborns, 2'baths,
fully equipped --kitchen,
breakfast room, extra large
with wood
family room
burning fireplace, formal
dining and utility room,
featuring solid oak floors and
staircase, wall paper in
every room, 2 heat pumps, 2
car garage and wood shed.
Lot 155'X250'. coil for an
appointment. 753-0110.
" 47: MOTORCYCLES
LAY
AWAY,- Yamaha
motorcycles or go-carts at
Town and Country Yamaha
Call 753-8078,
1976 SUZUSK I, TS-125, low
mileage, like new. Call 753
6379.
1974 YAMAHA 500, DOC, 4
cycle, dark blue, loW miles,
wind jammer and electric
start. $750. 753.0000.
1978 YAMAHA 400, burgandY
with gold trim, 4 cycle, like
new, matching helmet in
cluded $850. Call 753 0000-

1971 AMX, RARE model,
looks, runs good, original
equipment, have added
holley carboration for better
gas effiency, AM FM 8 track
in dash with Jensen Tri-ax
speakers, list for $latis with
options, will , take $600. (new
baby).- Call 753 6409 after 5
pm.
1972 BUICK ELMIRA, 4.
doorsedan, all power and
air, low mileage, new tires.
Call 436-2427.
1972 CAD. EL DORADO.
Excellent condition, bron2e
color,$2150. Nick,436-5318.
1973 CHE'VORLET, `4-door
Malibu. Runs and looks good.
43715Q5.
,
OLE
very
1-9970 condition, Chevy
good
Capris.
Also
couch,
refrigerator, 2 gas heaters,
antique wardrobe,. antiqUe

MOW
"The Gas Savers"

Murray
Datsun, Inc.
604 So. 12th St.
CYLINDER
SIX
1968
Camaro, rough condition,
has new tires. Asking $450.
Call 759-1613.
1974 SUPER BEETLE, red.
Call 753-9490 after 5 pm,
1977 TRANS AM, brown, tan
interior, T-top, T-A 6.6, AM.
FM, $4000. Call 753-1372 ask
for Pat after 5 pm 753-9635.
SO. USED TRUCKS
1971 CHEVY PICK-UP, 6
cylinder, standard with no
power. Excellent condition.
$1500, firm. 492-8703.
1976 CHEVROLET LOVE,
automatic with tool box.
52395. 1975 Ford pick-up,
autOrriatic,
$2450.
Call 489-.2595.
FOR SALE 1974 Chevrolet
steering,
Pick-up, power
power brakes, air. Call 4892669 after 6 pm.
FOR
SALE: 1977 black
chevorier Silverado, 4-wheel

53. SERVICES OFFERED

can remove stumps up 10 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Cali
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 4354343.
YOUR SEWING
machine need service. If so,
call 354-6521.
EXPERIENCED
CAR,
PENTER will do carpentry
or roofing: Free estimantes.
Call 759-1405 or 437-4351.
EXPERIENCED DAY care
teacher will keep children in
my home,753-2896.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estithates for your
needs.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Sears continuoUs gutters
per
Your
installed
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
INSULATE AGAINST ,the
high cost of fuel 'bills! Blown
attic insulation and foam in
formalehyde,
urea
place
Free
estimates,
no
obligation.
Kentucky
Tennessee Insulation, Rt.7,
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071
(502) 435 4527.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free

PARKER
FORD

, ,:_.

53. SERVICES OFFERED

WILL DO REPAIRS around
the
house, carpentrey,
painting, concrete and
plumbing. Also hogs and
wood for sale. Call 759-1531.
SC FREE COLUMN
FREV week old kittens_
753 1
.
'FOUR LA SA OOR-- PupeueS._,_
tree. 436-2160.
FREE, FIVE mixed breed
puppies, 8 weeks old. 753
5862.
57. WANTED
WANTED. GENERAL
housekeeping job. Call 7531996.
WANTED
YOUR
ofd
diamond jewelry: Highest
trade allowances. Rogers
Jewelers, North side Court
Square, Paris, TN.

EXECUTIVE NOME-REALISTIC PRICE
litere are a lot of people who say they would
to have an attractive three bedroom, two bath
home. They would especially like to have one
with a large living room-dining room combination, large eat-in kitchen with lots of
.rn hip&s,a_nice den with_fireplare and a wooden
deck. It would even be nice to have central gas
heat and air, but a house with all of these
features would be too expensive. Right? Wrong!
See this new listing today. Priced at ;48,900.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White,753-0605.
LICENSFID FLECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203.
NEED FIREWQ0iiilf Order
now- all oak- VS-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.

FOR
YOUR
DRIVEWAY WHITE
ROCK
Rip-Rap,

SALE OF NEW TOOLS MISC MERCHANDISE

A 11/111011TEis
I

NEW
%dm
TOME%
Monday, December 18
100

Bench Grinders I 2 H.P -3,1 H.P -2 H.P
3/0"-1 /2--Elec HD Drills
Electric Hand Sows
75 pc-H.D Top 8 Die Set
1" Socket Set
Hem.,v Duty Cooper Po.er Cords 25 to In, i

SOCKET SETS-HAND TOOLS-FARM SUPPLIES
Open End Bat' nct Wrench Set All Kinds
Tool Box full of tools, All sizes
Adi Wrench-4" td 18Hydraulic Jocks
Flex Wrench Set
Tcouble Lighti-- Drop Cords
Plier Screwdriver-and Hand Tool, Al" Kinds
12 Pc Punch and Chisel Sets
3/8" 1'2" - Deep Well Sockets

38
2
Socket Sets
Booster Cables
Torque Wrench, Drill B., Sets
Chain Hoist
Plumbing Tools
Merit Sockets and Tools
Tool Boxes
Carpenter Tools
3/8- x 14' Log Chains

HOUSEWARES-GIFT ITEMS
Stainless Steel Waterless Cookware
'Cutlery Knife Set
Hurricane Lamps
• Lenge Assortment of Jewelry

Radios
Stainless Steel Tableware
Bibles & Dictionary
Electrical Appliances. -

-AIR TOOLS
AIR COMPRESSORS
.
_ Air
. Compressor
1 2" Impact SocIset Set
...3,8 Air Impact _
Air Chisel
Air Grinder
Angie 8 Stroight Air Racket
3 '4' Impact Socket Set '

3/4-I ' Impact Wrench
Orbital Sonde, .
Air Drills
Air Polisher

. 4,0_,_Hommer

•

Aiili int &wove, C.it-iti
THIS IS A PARTIAL

LIST OF ITEMS TO BE SOLO - ALL SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
NOT RESPONSIBLE
FOR ACCIDENTS

All. MERCHANDISE
GUARANTEED

CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Cali
, ney experts. Magic
4
thv
e8C
. him
Hat Chimney Sweeps 759-

NOTICE

es eii.i 001. 104 SALO

AT IT,O•LIC A T.TroOr TO TOO oliOT.IST DOOM TOCTOSAT•01, CO DOLi•Asi
, gam" ,o,
wooer. co oat •••7.0•5•Ii• "VOW,. .10011 .T vo, PA, v rou re env. vomit.
A TOAD TO. A 14,01.1

Side'WM Be Conducted by:

Phone t4021 334 8422
14665 Grover S triat
OMAHA,NEBRASKA 68144

•

.
s
"Professional Services With The Friendly Touch"

.REALTOR'

We Nave A "Stocking Full" Of New Listings
Avoid The Christmas Rush - Dial 753-8080 And Select One Now

Prufesseunal Ser. es

With The Friendly Touch"

good condition

Smith, owners
Ph. 345-2251
Mayfield, Ky.

_

wilaw

& Sons

LEI
674-5523. ilk

Newly cleaned by Chimney Sweep, he'll land in
the spacious living rm. of this 4 bedroom ItV.
lime in Kirksey. There's a formal dining rm.,
kitchen w/ample cabinets, family rm., fall
- •
' -baAttnenttotinessr-

tri Illy IL Tenn

. ---Werrom4hropoldr•-P834407
Sorboro Erwin 753-4136
.
Reuben Moody 753-9036

P it POT
•

YULE BE IN BY CHRISTMAS

UST MINUTE CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

Look no farther for the best - we have it in this
superbly built, new 4 B.R. 24/2 bath quality home,
with 2900 sq. ft. Many distinctive.features including fireplace ,w/heatolator, wet bar, compactor,phial:Lean:a:WA.4ijioutilegarage..

Letus show you this 3 bedroom, large living rm.dining rm., full basement. Lot 124'x195'. Excellent for home-office or small business. Zoned
B4 Commercial. Pticiid at Only $45,000.00.

NEED A CHIMNEY FOR SANTA?

on

tir"‘"14'

•

4-1)$%\xlcielio1/4\‘‘.24,1.4,,,,
.
•

'0

///,-.

"Do Business Where Business is Being

wAxrp;i1001%)k.

WRAPPED IN TREES &
TRIMMED IN HOLLY

-

,

servinglhe titsinovreheit

•

-

Done"

.

TERMS.
CASH or CHECKS

WOODRING-AUCTION
_

CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489,2774.

*ay
BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE

American Legion
7th South
Mayfield, Kentucky

INDUSTRIAL-SHOP and POWER TOOLS
Heavy Duty Drill Presses
Heavy Duty Steel Bond Sow
Bolt Cutters
Electric Impoct Wrenches
Open End Box End Wrench Set up to 2'
4--5"-6" 8" A/it:Whines, Bench Vise

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
153-0984

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

SHEET ROCK hanging, free
estimates. Call 502-527 9637
after-5 pm.
and
TRIMING
TREE
removal. Free estimates.
pm.
Call 436-2294 after 5
BASEMENT? We
WET
make wet basements dry,
guiran.
completely
work
teed. Call or errtte Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1442 7026.

estimates.

g

Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60 guy the best for less

PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
-date.< Center, 753-3682 or 7537149 attikeip_th'
ROOFING, - excellent
Call 753-1486
references.
between 7 am and 330 pm--;
ask for Shelley.

Does

pinned stripes Brand new
tires, brand new camper top,
gold chrome wheels, extra
iron beds, and women's sharp. Call 354-8266, after 4
Pm,
clothing. Call 753-8333.
1976 CATALINA, 4 door, 753- '1972 FORD PICK-UP truck
with fleet side bed, regular 8
2249 after 5 pm.
-foot----beeh-----Aeme 1970
CO,RVAIR
C NMaverick. 436-2555. V $:2TIABLE, 1963, rough,
not running, 5300. 1960 1967 FORD PICK-UP. 8
Dodge,new, well almost, 4- cylinder. Straight shift, with
door
pheonix, only 6900 camper top. In good - con
miles. better than a new dit ion, $750. 436-5544.
Dodge today, $3500 firm. See 51. CAMPERS
Bob Cook in Hazel.
ALMOST NEW- 28 foot'
1975 CHEVROLET IMPALA Marauder travel trailer. Air
Custom, 2-cloor hard top,' conditioned and central heat.
silver, 45,000 miles, air,'AM-"All self contained. Excellent
stereo tape, tilt steering, condition. $6000 firm. Call
collect, Mayfield, 247-6248 or
radial tires- 52500. 437-9505.
247-8755.
1976 EL CAMINO Super
Sport, ired with .black top, FOR SALE: Camper topper,
power steering and brakes, insulated, fits long wheel
automatic. air Conditioner, I5ase truck.585. 474-2772.
CONTAINED
tilt wheel,-cuise control, AM- 1973 SELF
FM stereo, 29,000 miles, call AMF travel trailer. Gas
753-2571.
refrigerator,
-electric
1972 FORD CUSTO/t 500, stainless gas stove with oven,
power brakes and' steering, stainless sink, shower,- .and
air, 51,000 actual miles. Call toilet. Real nice trailer,
between lt) am -and 1:30 pm, S2250. Nick, 436-5318,
759 4908' 52. BOATS & MOTORS
18 FOOT DUO CRAFT deep
hull, 35 hp, Evinrude on
trailer,
2 front seats. 6' X 7'
SPECIAL
open rear cock pit, $950.
'78 COUGAR n11
Nick, 436-5318.
'.00ks drives laud ism,ke
53. SERVICESOFFERED
loodod isith
.BYARS BROTHERS & Son comfort sorrow, OR lo
General home remodeling,
womint, Will soN or triode
framing, aluminum siding.
gullets. and roofing. Call 1ott $6500
395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
BYLER'S BAKERY, will
bake for the Holidays, 100.
nutritinal
whole wheat
irne De-aler
527:3
bread, breads, rolls, sweet
rolls, cakes, pies, and
000000000000 cookies,
etc. Call 782,3241, if,
no answer try 642-4185.
CARPENTER WORK, small
or large jobs. Call 137-4560
and if no answer,437-4670.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, .patios,
5
s4
te
7p
6s, free estimates. 753-

-

$3. SERVICES OFFERED

need stumps
DO YOU
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumpV0 -We

Lime,
Sand,
Decorative rock, or
Septic Rock Needs.
Call or see Roger
crrivet.,- snort -wttiet-, Hudson, 753-4S45
base, orange and yellow
Or 753-6763.

ANN‘.

ale date by ton.
345-2251.

th turboxharger
•ig plows. spring
12 ft 10 wheel
acing sub-soiler,
Chevy tandem
kubber & good

carpeted"Kitchen,
washroom, and both full
baths have vinyl floors.

In -Dexter we have just
listed a seven room
- wiltL.nL
brick
tn--1)ac
ho b
for $33,500.00. Carpet,
storm doors and windows,large lot. This is
property worth your
consideration.

starting out or- slowing down,
you'll enjoy the convenience
and economy of this 2
cottage. located,
bedroom
shop.near
downtown
ping...lots of trees and
private ef
shrubs for
fect ..yes, yours...for under
$20,000. First time on the
market. LORETTA 'JOBS
efeeept+T-OR S.

47. MOTORCYCLES
44. LOTS FOR SALE
LOTS FOR SAI_E: Complete 1976 TRAIL BIKE, 175 Canwith septic system Water, Am, less than 450 miles,$350.,
electric and driveway for 437-4434.
mobile home or house. Near
o.USED CARS
Kentucky Lake, $42.50 per
A LITTLE Dodge Colt. $450.
month with $1,000 down Call
Call 759-4974.
502-474-2718.
1970
AMBASSADOR
STATIONWAGON, $500 or
45. FARMS FOR SALE
offer. Call 474 8866 after
best
R
A

miles from Kentucky Lake.
Call weekdays after 6:30 pm.
Any time on Saturday or
Sunday. 753-7244.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BUY DIRECT frombuilder
and save. Near completion, 2
niw
i 3 bedroom brick homes,
lo ated in leirksey, within
w king distance of post
office, country „stores, and 3
churches. Each Ras
acre
lot, central heat and air,
thermal windows and doors,
and Well insulated walls and
ceilings. Living room,
bedrooms, and hall are

/53-4451

TELEPHONE 7511651

ON S 12th St,
e location zondid
ot of highway
noia roil-Mune

753-8080

0 1971 united Feature Syndtcate, Inc

'WHEN YOU DEPOSIT 'OUP MONE
ON FRIDAY AND WITHDRAW IT
'ON MONDAY,"THERB \S NO
THE LOT SPECIALIST, haS
INTEREST."
the lot you have been looking

1111tisran nue

USED CARS

1976 CHEVETTE, 4 speed,
$1895. Call 489-2595
FOR SALE: 4 new mud and
snow tires, L 7815 with
wheels and hub caps for- a
Ford 4-wheel drive. 759-4515.
1971 _ NONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 7536531 or 759-1155.
1976 MERCURY MARQUIS.
4-door, full power, dark blue
vinyl top. AM-FM tape deck,
4 speakers, cruise control,
tilt wheel, new radial tires.
one owner In immaculate
condition. $4950. Call 901 642
7190 days, 642-7581 nights.
1972
,_ PLYMOUTH
Ptivv-erSATELLITE,
steering, power brakes.
,d1otor and transmission
excellent condition, body
good, interior good. $750 or
best offer. 753-9400

KOPPERUD

re N. Poplar-geeton

in Psis, TN.(Wag quarters im
Ass siood lotto!. Excellent
loold coasidor
lowly linslases

0.

T:11I:I'Ib

FOR

Longing for a country home nestled in a private
wooded site' See this 3 bedroom, 2 bath mobile
home with central heat & air on 2 acre's, on Hwy
1111E-pgr$12,900:136
- DON'T
_ .
--------••-•-Audeeddood,343-915.36.•
Homer Millet 753-7519
B.B.Hook 7$3-2387

•

400Vmwt1/4,,,,al
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I Deaths and Funerals1
Services On Friday
For Guile R. Jones

•

J. B. Turnbow Dies
Tuesday; Brother
Of Mrs. Moubray

The graveside rites for
Gulie R. Jones will be held
J. B. Turnbow, brother of
Friday atlia m at the Young
Mrs„ Eulas Moubray of
Cemetery, west of Lynn
•
Murray, died Tuesday at 3:10
Grove. with the Rev. Lawson
p.m. at the Community
Williamson officiating.
Hospital, Mayfield. He was 68
In
charge
of
the /ears of age.
arr:+ogoinoots
-- The deceased was a retired Churchill Funeral Home.
manager of the Mayfield
where friends may call after 6
Paint and Wallpaper *Comp.m. tonight 1Thursday).
pany, a member of the NorMr. Jones, 79, died Thurthside Church of Christ, and a
sday at his home in Detroit,
resident of 442 Clark Street.
Mich. He is survived by
Mayfield.
several nieces and nephews.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Verneil Parks Turnbow,
and two sons, Larry and
Jimmy Turnbow, Mayfield;
sister, Mrs. Mourbray,
Murray; eight grandchildren;
one great grandchild.
The funeral is being held
Robert Gilson Emerson,Sr., today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
father of Robert Gilson the Roberts Funeral Service,
Emerson, Jr., of Murray, died Mayfield,- with 0. D.
Tuesday at 11:15 p.m. at his McKendree and John Hoover
home on Mayfield Route 5.
officiating. Burial will follow
He was 58 years of age, a in the Mayfield Memory
retired engineer, and a Gardens.
..—veteran of World
Mr. Emerson, Sr., is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Virginia Toon Emerson.
suns, Rubel t,Jr-., Min • ay,antr--Persons triterested--in
Timothy Dean Emerson. San upkeep of the Almo Cemetery
Jose, Cal.; three sisters, Mrs. will meet Saturday, Dec. 16, at
- W. H. Harrell, Mayfield, Mrs.' —2:30 p.m. at Imes Grocery,
Leslie Jackson and Mrs. Jerry Almo.
—
Adams. Florida; one brother,
Cecil Taylor and Daytha
Bradley Emerson,Florida.
McCallon said plans will be
The funeral will be held discussed toward setting up a
today at 3 p.m. at the chapel of trust fund for the perpetual
the Roberts Funeral Service, care and upkeep of the
•
.
Mayfield, with the Rev. Carey cemetery.
•
Puckett officiating. Burial will
The cemetery is located on a
follow in the Maplewood
high hill overlooking Armo
Cemetery there.
just off Highway 464.

R. B. Emerson, Sr.
Dies At Home With
Services Today

Ward & Elkins Does It Again.
•••Just In Time For Big Christmas Savings, With EndOf-Year Mark Downs In Every Dept.Some Items Are In Limited Quantities, So Hurry in
And Save A.Bundle. There Is A Style And Size To Please You. Free Delivery & Full
WarrantiesRCA solid state, solid value XL-100
color TV—now better than ever with
_...7erecuttearzaieekiei
4__
new XtendedLife chassis

PRE-CHRISTMAS
SALEMIGED!

-111ito Ctniderildeet--1„flanned Saturda

Dr.
eceives
Certification From Board
Phillip 'Klepper, M.D.,
recently received certification
as a diplomate in the
American
Board
of
Otolaryngology. His .board
certification was awarded
after he successfully completed both written and oral
examinations.
Dr. Klepper, an ear, nose
and throat specialist, attended
the University of Washington
•

•

•

He completed a surgical
internship at Rochester
General Hospital, Rochester,
New..... York. F
..ollowing his
internship, he 'served a threeyear residency at Strong
Memorial
Hospital
in
Rochester in June 1978.
Dr. Klepper joined the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital medical staff and set
up private practice in Murray
in July. •
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Price good While Quantities Last
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MSU Library Sets

RC/1

Hours For Holidays .
The
Murray
State
University Libraries winobserve ,the following hours
during finals and the
Christmas holidays.
Waterfield Library: Dec. 14I5.8 a.m. to midnight; Dec. 16,
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Dec. 17, 2
p.m. to midnight; Dec. 18-19.8
a.m. to midnight; Dec. 20-22.8 'a.m. to 4:30p.m.; Dec. 23-Jan.
1, closed; Jan. 2-5, 8 a.m. to
Dr*
.Phillip Klepper
3.m.; Jan.- ,
,
.as an undergraduate. He 41301Jan.
8-12,
8 a.m. to 4:30
earned his M.D. degree from
the University of Washington:. Jan. 13-14, closed.
Pogue
Library
(law
School of Medicine in 1973.
--ffivisiorn Dec. 14, 8 a.m.-10
p.m.; Dec. 15, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Dec. 17, 2 p.m.-10 p.m.; Dec.
18-19, 8 a.m.-10 p.m.; Dec. 2022. 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.; Dec. 23Jan. 1, closed; Jan. 2-5,8 a m.4:30 p.m.; Jan. 6-7, closed:
The
Rodent
Control Jan. 8-12, 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.;
Progeffili for Murray and Jan. 1344,closed.
'regular hours for the spring
Calloway County started
today with-the distribution of semester begin at 8 a.m. Jan.
Vie-bait being given to persons 15.
in the city and county, according to the Calloway
County Health Department
officials.
Packages of the bait may be
picked up free of charge at the
The Senior Citizens Bazaar
Health Center, Murray;
Crawford's Shell. Lynn has been rescheduled for
Grove; Bucy's Market. Almo; Wednesday, Dec. 20. from 10
Blackford's Market. Faxon; a.m. to 5 p.m. and Thursday,
Usrey's Grocery, Kirksey; Dec. 21, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
New Concord Grocery, New at the Ellis Community
Center;Ellis Drive, Murray.
Concord; Dee's Bank,Hazel.
This event was cancelled on
Dec.8 and 9 due to the weather
let.usquote
your auto, . conditions.
G
Many articles ,will be
home,or other
reduced for the sale, and five
insurance
door prizes will be given
program.
t hen compare, away, according to a Senior
Citizens member who urges
BOB BARNEY the public to attend.
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While They Last!

•

The Ben-n.r,gton
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Don't miss this black & white TV SUPER VALUE SPECIAL!
Brand New 1979

LOWEST PRICE EVER
for a 121 .„on. RCA
1000/0 solid state
Sportable B/W TV

•

Rodent Bait Being

RCA CornPact 12• 100% solid state chassis
• Low power consumption-36
watts (average)
• Fast warm-up picture tube
• Pre-set VHF fine tuning
• Dual-function VHF/UHF
antenna

The
Beautiful Music
Maker!

Distributed Here

•

ationtarth.

Senior Citizens To
Hold Bazaar Here

Cid

INSURANCE
AGENCY

lkia

107 N 4th
Murray
753-4937
Representuks
ft(ARAL

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m.357.8,
down 0.2.
Below dam 328.5, down O5..
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 356.4,
down 0,3.

See and
hear it at. . .
You'll never have to miss
the good things on TV again.
S•ft what you ye been missing, SelectaVision records any
•

program (even while you're asleep or away) plays
back- on any TVI
S•• (and hear) yourself on TV1 SelectaVisiort has two.
optional black -and-white TV cameras, each with buiitiin

M-430-56

microphone

Records up to 4 hours on a single cassaalki

SHE $100."

SPECIAL OFFER

NOW ONLY

RCA Black & White

--a-eh-Jong
an ancient
citineise game, was introduesidthe United States in 1919.

'198°

753-1:7J
.
3
.0

Come in now for a special showing'

Video Camera Mon. BW001
$89500

Model VBT200

REGULAR 3299.95

$1000
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Built-in 8
track player•
23" Speakers•
BSR record
changer•
AND MORE!

•
•
•
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